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FOREWORD

Planning, in mining, means to de&ine classification method and
ptLOce.du.ito that make possible to realize the. exploitation o£ a
mineral deposit with minimum risks and using in each moment mone
appropriate mza.no.

The engineering, when planning the exploitation ©<J a mineral deposit
has a compf.omiòe u)ith society fioti exploitation up to the maximum,
the available mineral neòoutLcei. Consequently, all mining plan muòt
explicitly on. implicitly, to define a criterion o£ optimization £or
exploitation o& the mineral deposit under consideration. 15 some
established mining plan contradicts the mentioned optimization
criterion it cannot be considered neither to estimate the deposit
nor to determine its exploitation.

The involved parameters, used to establish a. mining planning an o&
technical and economical nature. Those parameters determine the
choice among alternatives, in each point o& decision, during the
projects evolution. The practical limits o£ thz optimizing process
are established by the actual civilization technological level.

These lecture notes now introduced, determine basic concepts about
the involved parameters, establishing mining plans and the typical
procedures methods applied on the physical execution o^ mining
operations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Every time that a phenomenon, natural or caused by man, implies
in motion among several substances, segregation occurs among
them.

When man wishes to concentrate a material for direct or industrial
application, he must caust phenomena which results correspond
with the expected ends. However, the physical accomplishment of
the phenomena implies in the use of energy equipments, labor
technology, management ant other things which mean "money" in
our society. If the manufacturing cost of the concentrate
exceeds its value in the market, its production will imply in
losses.

Consequently, whenever a natural phenomenon has already been
involved in a partial or complete concentration of some
desirable material its utilization by man will get a larger
economic interest.

Any natural concentration of a substance, different of the
concentration normally found on the lithosphere, is known as
an anomaly. When such concentration reachs proportion considered
as representatives in the human scale it is named as a mineral
deposit. If an economic interest exists reported as a "ore
deposit". However, ore deposits and mineral deposits are used
as synonyms.

This courese will discuss the following subject:
"Characterization and Planning of Exploitation of ore deposits".



ENGINEERING AND THE MINING ART

The purpose of this course is the "Characterization and
Planning of Exploitation of Mineral deposits". Such activity
is performed in the society through the engineering professional
field.

Consequently, it seems convenient to classify first, engineering
procedures to perform a task in a general way and how such
procedures are applied in mining enterprises in a special way.

2.1 Introduction to Engineering

(Original text taken from the book: "Introduction to

Engineering", by Edward V.Krick)

A study of engineering is substantially a study of problems
and their solutions. It is evident the need of exact and
specific interpretations of the word "problem".

A problem arises, in engineering terms,when there is a
wish of realizing an alteration from a situation to another
one. This situation may be two points on the space which distance
of separation must be crossed. The problem may consists
in crossing to the opposite margin of a river or from a
planet to another one. The problem also comprehends
frequently the alteration from a physical form and/or
chemical to another one, for instance from a deposit of
coal "in situ" to production of energy.

A characteristic of a greater number of problems is
sometimes the innumerable possible solutio-ns, that is,
different methods of changing from a situation to another
one. For instance, there are many ways of travelling and
many different paths to follow, not all deserving a
serious reflection but alternatives always existing. In
fact if there is not different ways of reaching the results,
problem will not exist.



On the other hand, if every possible solutions are properly
equals, the problem will not exist since it requires more
than any solution; it is necessary to meet a better way
to accomplish a desirable alteration. For instance, not
every person is indifferent to several costs, speedness,
safety, comfort and regularity of several means of
transportation. The criterion costitutes the preferential
basis among alternative solutions.

Very good means the best in respect to a certain criterion.
In short, to solve a problem consists of seeking a good
solution amc.;i , " *' it. satistify all conditions.

Certainly the first step to solve any problem is its
"definition" to which it is necessary to identify its
characteristics.

The general process to solve engineering problems consists

of the following stages:

I) Formulation Stage

The problem is "def ined" in qua l i t a t i ve words with
emphasis in o r ig ina l and f i n a l states and expected
so lu t i ons .

I1) Analysis Stage

The problem is "def ined" in quant i ta t i ve words. I t
consists of c o l l e c t i n g , examining processing and
selec t ing informations in order to determine specific
character is tcs of the problem.

III) Seeking Stage of Alternative Solutions

Using creativeness experience and specific scientific

and technological tools.

IV) Decision Stage

During which alternative solutions are evaluated



compared and eliminated until the "best" may arise
among them.

V) Specification Stage

Results of a complete report of physical characteristics
and performance of a selected so lu t ion . I t envolves
the working up of a p ro jec t . '

VI) Control Stage

It is the period of implantation and operation of a
continuous productive system. It consists in the
execution of the established project, involving a
work or an industrial activity, checking the
parameters of the project and adjusting them to
reality.

2.2 Mineral Engineering

When engineering acts in enterprises related to the utili^
zation of minerals that is, natural resources of
concentrated substances through natural processes it is
refered as "mineral engineering".

The specific problem of mineral engineering consists of
studying transformations of mineral resources into
appropriated materials to attend human needs. It is
necessary the development of a set of integrated activities
to settle an optimized planning of a mining project the
general procedure to solve problems is basically that
adopted by engineering.

I) Formulation Stage

Generally the original state consists of an anomaly
or a mineral deposit. Generally the final wished
state consists on a concentrated mineral with economic
value and market.



The quality of the ore body is estimated by sampling
by the geological potential favourable to that mine-
ralization and its geographical position. A mountain
of fine gold in the moon not have great economical
interest nowadays since the metal transportation to
the consuming center of the world would imply in
costs bigger than its value in the market.

The marketing of the production obtained from the
utilization of the ore body, must be investigated
through bibliographical survey and commercial
contacts.

If the actual and/ou projected market for the products
of the enterprise is considered as interesting,
according to economical and/or political criteria,
then we pass to the analysis stage.

II) Analysis Stage

The analysis has in view to characterize the occurrence
as a ore body. Therefore it is necessary to elaborate
a model which represents economical results of the
ore body utilization.

To study alternatives to the utilization of available
resources it is necessary to survey them. The activj^
ties involved in such admission are defined as
exploration for mineral or ore deposits stage.

III) Seeking Alternative Solutions

Among the many possible ways exploit a mineral deposit
there always is only a limited number of alternatives
which are accordingly to the logic and common sense
of the engineering principles used and to the
economical policy of the enterprise. Those are named
alternative solutions. To select and study them is



one of the principal activities of the mineral
engineering.

IV) Decision Stage

The available technology in the market furnishes

tools which mathematically assure the best result
according to the models and criteria adopted. Every
analysed alternative solution always tends to a
optimum point according to a set of specific criteria.

When the decision consists of estimating criteria
it may exceed the field of engineering.

V) Specification Stage

Involves the specification of all human material
and energetic structures necessary to the transform^
tion of the original situation, mineral deposit, to
the final situation commercial mineral concentrate.
The activities culminate in the elaboration of
engineering plans involving mining and ore dressing.

VI) Control Stage

The implantation of a mineral - industrial enterprise
al well as its operation implies in daily adjustments
of plans, activities and specific structures, in
order to guaranty not only the economical practicabj^
lity planned to it as a rational exploitation of the
natural exhaustible resources.



3. EXPLORATION FOR MINERAL DEPOSITS

It is the "analysis stage" considered through the adopted
proceedi ng.

The purpose is to characterize a mineral deposit in order to
elaborate a representative model of it. Such model must express
the results of the application of equipments and technology to
the utilization of the available resources of the mineral
deposit.

The choice of materials and technology to be considered in the
planning is done on the principle of comparisons tests and/or
by real experiences. But. such materials and technology will be
applied on a real body: the mineral deposit. Besides except
for geographical and commercial parameters which precisely
define the occurrence as a deposit, we have to take in account
the qualitative and quantitative parameters of the mineral
deposit under consideration.

Consequently the characterization of the ore body encompasses
the definition of its parameters. However, to test alternatives
on the real deposit would be an activity obviously irrational.
Consequently, it is necessary to create "models" which
represent the real deposit and simulate on such models the
alternatives under consideration. Such modelling requires
basic informations to be raised through direct determinations
on the mineral deposit. Those are physical activities relating
to the exploration stage of a mineral deposit. Its cost is the
price paid only and exclusively to estimate the economical
practicability or not of the utilization of the resources
discovered.

To investigate something, for the purpose of elaborate a
representative model of it first it is necessary to fix which
parameter of the object will be estimated. Such definition
will condition the choice of tools to be used in the works
to be accomplished. These tools comprises those to be used in
data gathering (if the parameter to be investigated is



temperature, termometers will be used) as tools to be applied

to process such information (which consist of available

technologies in the market).

The characteristics parameters of valuation of a mineral

deposit are the attributes of the mineral substances in.

examination, its quantities and its spatial distribution.. On

the models which express such parameters may be applied

optimizing and simulating technics, trying to describe the

optimum points of the enterprise operation and determine

economical values to products and costs of production. Thus

engineering may ensure the best utilization of the deposit

preventing a* predatorious utilization of the natural

exhaustible resources. It is shown in Figure I a schematic

representation of the adopted planning methodology.

3.1 Characteristics of the Problem

A mineral deposit is a natural phenomenon, occurring in

the most different possible forms and never repeating

in the same manner. It is illogical to sample and analyse

all mineral mass because it would imply in the exhaustion

of reserve.;. In this case to elaborate models it is only

used informations located on the investigated body, those

obtained through observations and samplings of it.

Consequently to a model represent all the mineral body,

interpolations and extrpolations must be considered among

available informations.

There are different technological tools used in such

interpolations and extrapolations. Its choice and efficient

utilization will regulate in a decisive manner the quality

of data raised through studies of mineral engineering.

The parameters to be considered will be, in that case,

the qualities of mineral substances in observation, its

quantities and the rpacial distribution of them.
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The qualities of the mineral substances of the deposit
are inferred from the results of tests and analysis applied
on samples of it. However the sequence of generally complex
phenomena which culminate by the formation of a mineral
deposit conduct to heterogeneous bodies both spatial
distribution of its physical parameters as to chemical
parameters. Different physical and/or chemical characteristics
to different regions of the mineral body imply many times
in different procedures due to technical and economical
analysis to be considered during the project development.

Consequently to the real characterization of a mineral
deposit it is necessary to elaborate models of it which
express with acceptable technical - economical
distribution of the qualititative and quantitative
parameters. Only such models will provide theoretical
results simulated of mining operations which will be used
to estimate real possible results.

3.2 Technological Instruments of Research

It is understood as structure of a mineral deposit the
disposal in the interior or in the surface of the crust
of the earth of the mineralized bodies which constitute
it.

The structure and shape of each deposit in study, must be
sufficiently known by samplings and observations, so that
the levels of representation ty of the established models
may be compatible with the enterprise economical levels.

The geology is based not only on direct measures of
exploration works but on observations in other known
similar geological phenomena and in theories resultants
of interpretations about them.

Starting from the first informations, models are established
for the mineral body which are used to the planning of
exploration works. Each new information implies in a



rearrangement of established models, rendering them
consistent with a new set of data on the real body, and
consequently more representative of it. To get necessary
informations, sampling technics are used and surface and
subsurface samples are collected from trenches, drilling
wells and galleries. Each sample is a small population
whose main distribution parameters will be in some way
extrapolated to regions not sampled in the mineral body.
The quality of calculated values of the parameters of
each sample is a direct function of the technical quality
of collecting it, its description, its preparation, its
anlysis, storage and recovery of obtained data.

The principal purpose is always to collect a sample, a
small part of the mineral body to submit it to a series
of standard tests and analysis. Due to the deposit
heterogeneity, sometimes more intensive than others, samples
of different regions of the mineral body are necessary.
To collect samples from the deeper parts, sometimes of
difficult reach, there are specific technics of drilling
and opening of underground ways (wells and galleries)
which subject is beyond the scope of the present course.

3.3 Economical Optimization of Exploration

The cost of exploration activities may reach considerable

amounts principally taking into account the preliminary

aspects of exploration which imply in high taxes of risk

on the invested capital.

The economical optimization of exploration.basically
consists of using the possible minimum financial
resources to characterize unviable mineral deposits and
maximize the gain of informations in sampling to be done
whenever there is a need of increasing the level of
knowledge about the mineral deposit. Generally the first
step to be taken consists of establishing the existence
or not of mineral deposits. In other words it is necessary



to quantify the continuity or not of anomalous mineral
substances considered as importants. This is a specific
activity of professionals connected with the geology area
and consequently investments are indispensable to
stabiish initial geological models of the mineral bodies.
The data to be used are based in surface geological and
topographical studies in samples collected in the surface
and subsurface, knowledge and experience of involved
professionals.

The values obtained have an aspect more qualitative than
quantitative.

The initial geological model is a basic instrument of
decision to invest or not to detail the mineral body.
This knowledge in details implies in a large number of
samples and costs may assume proportions tens of times
superior to that occured on the first schematic approach
to the deposit. Not all informations are instantaneously
obtained, consequently each gain of informations impose
new analysis about the problem, not only to detect
deviations of considerable values but to optimize the
continuity of exploration. Informations that cost about
the same may increase in different proportions the
knowledge of the deposit. An additional information
about a region enough investigated of the mineral body ,
will not have the same use than that of same cost
collected in a not well known region.

The successive stages of exploration when the knowledge
about the mineral deposit is developed, have as interface
points of decision to select between three alternatives
as schematically shown in Figure 2.

There are specific technics to be used to establish an
optimized planning to the exploration in order to maximize
the gain of informations with a fixed budget. The
principal available technics are mentioned in the chapter
"ore reserve calculation methods".



FIGURE 2
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3.4 Analysis of Obtained Results

The models established by the exploration of a mineral

deposit as well as the values obtained from them will

have different meanings accordingto the criteria adopted

in the analysis.

If by some way it will be possible to obtain products
with production costs lower the market prices the mineral
deposit is considered as a ore body in an economical sense.
However models elaborated from a partial knowledge of the
real body, never represent it with absolute accuracy.
Statistics is the available tool to determine the model
parameters necessary to the enterprise.

When it is planned with confidence levels compatible with
the enterprise economical policy, the expected Values of
the characteristic parameters of the mineral deposits are
not represented by numbers. A complete survey of a mining
enterprise must always determine a numerical interval
with quantified probability of its occurence. For instance
when it is stated that the reserve of a ore body is of



lOO.OOOt * lO.OOOt with 95% significance, what it is
being stated is that in each 100 mineral bodies which
observations and analysis effectuated through exploration
would coincide with reality 95 would have reserves between
90.000 and 110.000 tonnes. That is a fundamental concept
when finalysing reports on exploration works. If in some
analysed report the results were not shown in a complete
manner, that is, quantifying numerical intervals and
their significances to the estimated parameters, the
report itself is of bad quality and arrangements must be
made according to the level and interest of the professional
who analyses it. If the report is good the analysis will
have the common sense to verify if numerical intervals
and significances are sufficient to secure a decision on
the continuity of the enterprise.

Usually confidence intervals which involve limit values
to the economical practicability of an enterprise, imply
on the necessity of enlarge the exploration works. If an
enterprise is only viable if the reserve of the available
ore body is of 200.000 tonnes and the estimation is that
the reserve can be between 100.000 and 300.000 tonnes,
nothing can be said about the practicability of expioite
the mineral deposit.

Another element that determines the expansion of exploration
works is the presentation of low values to the significance
of the estimation made. A 38% siginificance means that
only 38 in each 100 deposits identical as that investigated
would result in values within foreseen intervals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

God created the universe with mathematical language. The
philosopher has some reason, only that the universe was created
first and the mathematics after. Consequently, it is more
correct to say that mathematics was written with the universe
language. Our universe, within its ch-»tical aspect, involves a
complex world, subordinated to the normal laws, which coherence
is repeated with absolute accuracy, focussed by the human
observation scale.

Man, since the first registered signs of his knowledge has

observed direct praticai applications on the "count operation".

Counting made possible to quantify the stored provisions to

the winter. Counting made possible to establish commercial

basis to change goods. This count operation gave birth to

numbers. Numbers turn to be symbols used in a "game named

mathematics", which evolution is a result of meditations about

entities defined logically and abstractly. Logic is the basic

rule of the game.

Whenever the logic of the mathematics may be used to express
logic of some problem in discussion, its application is
essential. Though the problem may be original, consequently
only susceptive to intuitive direct analysis, the mathematical
model which represents it make possible the logical processing
of parameters which characterizes it, through rules already
well known in a abstract way, within the evolution of the
mathematical science.

It is mathematically accepted that two plus two are four.
Consequently, if in a vehicle is travelling two' persons from a
place and two from another place, if it would not be defined,
in a abstract way, but incontestable by the nature, that the
total of persons would be four, only after the meeting of all
them and its counting, would be possible to establish the
travellers total number.



The pre-established rules, to the "Mathematical Game", are
concepts and logical conclusions, which knowledge is indispansabl?
to the resolution of practical problems. Only few mathematicians
of high specialization, may say that dominate the "Mathematical
Game" in a comprising and profound way. But in a larger or
lesser scale we are all mathematical users, as element in the
quantification, analysis end resolution of real problems.

Not being a' good "Mathematical Gambler" doesn't permit a
professional to know some specific rules of the game, in order
to understand how they are applied to solve some problem. In
the following items, rules are introduced which comprehension
is essential to follow the course.

It begins remembering some postulates and basic concepts, which
will always consist of inflexible rules to be considered in
all "rounds". Starting from established basis the subject
evolution try only to consider the aspects closely related
with the purpose of this course.

Considering only the mathematical application through the

mining planning field, the study notes doesn't cover all the

subject and several gaps within a general knowledge of the

science in discussion.



2. BASIC CONCEPTS

2.1 Postulates and Practical Rules

A postulate consists of a principle or a recognized

event, without a logical demonstration. Mathematical

postulates are not evident or demonstrable proposition

that are considered principles of all deductive system.

The objective is to establish basic rules to a game, which

must be understood and accepted without contestation about

its origin. Starting from these rules, theories are

developed, which confirmations are proved through a line

of logical deductive reasoning. Such teories may be directly

used to solve real problems, consisting them of practical

rules.A profound mathematical knowledge is reached through

studies about established concepts and developed theories

through the history of mankind.

Analysing the mathematical science in more details, it may

be considered, in each specific problem, as a private

game, which rules are defined by postulates and/or

practical rules, which must be assumed "a priori".

During the present study , every time that a problem is

mathematically analysed, postulates and mathematical rules

will be presents on which adopted procedures are based.

2.2 The Mathematical Alphabet

Starting from the exact formulation of its postulates,

mathematics uses appropriate graphic symbols, which

consist of difficult language to persons not acquainted

with them. To make easy the presentation of the subject,

conventional mathematical symbols will be used.

There are numerical symbols of operations and other ones

with which we are acquainted since our alphabetization.



Afterwards some other symbols are introduced, less used,

which utilization will be largely applied.

= > implies, situation A = > Situation B, in since that

the situation B is a consequence logical and direct,

that the fact occured the situation A.

*==* Is Equivalent to, Situation A <-=> Situation B, that
is to say that whenever occur one of the situations

the other one will also occur as a direct logical

consequence.

= Equal to, 3 + 1 = 2 + 2 , that is to say that the

numerical value of the operation 3 + 1 is equal to

the numerical value of 2 + 2.

K
 L E S S Than, 10 < 15, that is to say that the numerical

value 10 is less than that of numerical value 15.

K Greater Than, 15 >10, that is to say that the

numerical value 15 is greater than the numerical value

10.

3 Exists, it symbolizes to exist

£ Belongs, symbolizes to belong

te of

Does not Belong, the opposite of £

4 Not Equal to, the opposite of =

Others m a t h e m a t i c a l symbols, that may be used will have

its meaning explained, as soon as they occur for the first

time.



2.3 Elements And Sets

The meaning of the words "Elements and Sets" consists of

basic concepts to the understanding of postulates and

mathematical theories.

An element is a substance, real or abstract, individualized

according to pre-defined criterions.

Such concept is essential, since the pieces used in the
"Mathematical Game" checkerboard, are constituted of
elements. Anything individualized may be an element. An
element may be a number, a symbol, a citizen, a planet or
the value of the speed of a vehicle. An element may be a
rock block defined by a geometry fixed in the space.

The mathematical postulates consist of a definition of
rules of relation between elements of numerical systems,
defined in a abstract way. Elements considered by the
most part of developed theories, within the mathematics,
are defined as postulates that characterize such elements
v/ith the designation "Real Numbers". Each real number may
be so considered by the single fact that it may be
presumed an abstract substance, that supplies all postulate
requirements. For each element considered in a special
way, it is created a representative symbol in a number
form, a letter or any other mathematical symbol.

Generally, an element is represented, in a generical way,

-by a small letter of the alphabet.

Whenever a group of elements is considered, in which all
have one or more characteristics in common, such group of
elements is named "Set", linen there is not any element
with defined characteristics to a set, it is named "Null
Set".

In Engineering, the principal objective consists of
characterizing and analyzing a set of possible solutions to a
determined problem. Every possible solution may be



considered as an element of the alternative set in

discussion. If it is not visualized any alternative, the

complex of possible solutions is the null set.

Each considered set, in a real or abstract form, is also

represented by mathematical symbols. Generally, capital

letters of the alphabet are used.

Considering a complex "S" and an element "B", to represent

mathematically that the element is contained to the set,

it is written: B £ S.

A set may be represented by interior points to a closed

line, which is not linked. The set elements are indicated

by interior points, being that exterior points do not

belong to the considered set:

.D

In the presented case: K S; B ( S; C f S; D j( S

Another symbology used by the mathematics to indicate all

elements concerning to a set S, it is writing representative

letters of elements between braces and separated by commas.

In the case of the example before it is indicated:

S = {A, B, C}

A set may have a finite number of elements, for example,
the number of inhabitants of the earth, or'an infinite
number of elements, for example, the set of natural
numbers. Concepts of "Finite" and "Infinite" are also
essential to the mathematics.

An infinite set is that which quantity of elements has no

limit. However great a number, there will be a bigger

number of elements in a infinite set. A finite set has a



limited number of elements, being possible a complete list
of it.

An example of a finite set, and its mathematical representation,
is the set of numerical possible results, tossing a dice:
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 } .

An example of an infinite set, and its mathematical

representation, is the set of integer numbers greater than

zero: {1, 2, 3, 4, ...} = named set of natural numbers.

Another form to represent graphically a set is indicating
a general symbol to its elements, and describing their
characteristics. For example:

One says: the set of all numbers x such that x represents

an even number.

One writes: {X|X is an even number}

Observation: The vertical bar " j " is read "Such That"

2.4 Postulates of Body

The quantity of new graphical symbols introduced, inhibts
generally the reasoning of persons not acquainted with
the handling of mathematics. The incomprehension of the
totality of presented symbols does not prevent the minimal
mathematical conception, necessary to follow the course.

The bigger objective is to prepare a mathematical
raciocination, which allows the comprehension of the theory
of probabilities, which is the basic tool to the mineral-
industrial planning.

The mathematics used, handles elenants pertaining to an
abstract set named "Real Numbers".

Without intending to establish precise and complete concepts

about such volume of elements, named real numbers, following is



presented some of its aspects. The main objetive is to

allow a mental exercise during the lecture, investigating

the level of the mathematical knowledge of participants.

The set of real numbers consists of a numerical system that

satisfy the laws of the postulates of body.

These postulates consider the set of real numbers with
operations of addition and multiplication. So the numerical
system is a triple:

{R, +, - }

Obs.: R = Real numbers set

+ = Addition operation
. = multiplication operation

Postulates:

1) Conclusion:

For all elements "a" and "b", pertaining to the set
R ==> (a + b) and (a . b) also pertain to R.

Note: The representation (a + b) indicates the element

of the set, that results from the addition of

values of elements "a" and "b".

2) Associativity:

To all a and b in R,

a + ( b + c ) = ( a + b ) + c

and

a(bc) = (ab)c

3) Commutativity;

To all a and b,

a + b = b + a and ab = ba



4) Distributivity:

To all a, b and c,

a(b + c) = ab + ac

5) Existence of 0 and 1:

There are numbers 0 and 1 such that

a + 0 = a

and

a . 1 = a

To all a in R.

6) Existence of Opposites:

To all a there is a number -a such that

a + (-a) = 0

7) Existence of Inverses:

To all a 4 0 there is a number I/a such that

a . I/a = 1

And used manner to represent the set of real numbers is
through a straight line. To each point of a straight line
corresponds an element of the set, that is, a real number.
As there are infinite points in a straight line, even in
each part of it, there are infinite real numbers.

A point of a straight line represents zero. To the right
of zero, points represent, sequentially, positive numbers,
in a crescent order. To the left represent, sequentially,
negative numbers in a decrescent order.

Negative Numbers Positive Numbers

-1 0 1



N* = {V, 2, 3 } it is set of natural numbers

N = {0, 1, 2, 3 ...} it is the set of not negative whole

numbers.

Z = { . . . . , - 2 , - 1 , 0, 1 , 2}- i t is set of whole numbers

Q = {a/b | a C Z , b € Z and b 4 0} i t is the set of rational
numbers.

Note: Irrational numbers cannot be represented as a/b with

a and b pertaining to Z, and b 4 0, because they

consist of decimal with no periodical infinite

numbers. Examples: v 2 ; n

2.5 Functions

Every time that a definite point is considered in the

straight line representative of R, this element is named

as a constant.

Every time that a symbol represent different possible

values in a straight line R, it is named variable.

A variable, consequently, is a set of elements, also

pertaining to R, of possible numerical values. When a set

is formed of elements of other one, it is named subset

of the second set.

An example of the exposed mathematical representation is:

a = an element of R, it consequently is a constant;

X = a subset of R, it consequently is a variable;

X C R = symbol C means that X is a part of the set R, or

that X is included in R or that X is a subset of R.

To assume several possible values, does not mean that a

variable presents all those values of an absolute and

instantaneous v/ay.

When each attributable value to a variable X, implies in a

single value, exercised by a variable Y, it mathematically



says that Y is a function of X. For example» if to each
value of the variable temperature of a person, corresponds
to a single value to the volume the mercury occupies in
a thermometer, the volume of mercury will be a function
of the temperature.

Considering that a variable is a function of another one,

it is sufficient to know the way how both are connected,

so that the value given to the second may regulate the

value to be assumed by the first one.

The functional connections between mathematics variables
may be represented as follows:

a) Algebraic

Example: Y = 2.X, it means that every tine a value is

given to a variable X, the value assumed by the

variable Y will be two times the first.

b) Graphic

Example:
Functional Curve

Where axes X and Y represent two complete sets of real
numbers and the functional curve expresses the relation
among variables. To each possible value of'the variable X,
must be traced a perpendicular line to the point relating
to it, till reach the functional curve. Starting from a
discovered point in a curbe, it is traced a perpendicular
to the representative axis of the variable Y. The value
correspondent to the point, where that last perpendicular
line intercepts the axis, is a consequence of the functional
relation among variables.



3. THEORY OF PROBABILITIES

3.1 General Concepts

The theory of probabilities is a mathematical branch,

developed as from the random variable concept (R.V.).

A R.V. "X" is above all a variable , in a major scale of

the mathematical concept. That is to say, as defined in

the item before, that X is a subset of the set of real"

numbers R. All the subset of the present course considers

R or its subset as the bigger universe of elements that

must be considered is the set R. From that event occurs

the great interest of a well defined conception about the

abstract thing named "set of real numbers".

Being X a subset of R, elements of X may be a parcel or a

totality of R. Each considered R.V. must be characterized

through the definition of elements it is composed.

As an example, the following R.V. may be presented:

X = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) where elements of X represent

possible numerical results in

tossing a normal die.

Y = { x | -1 á x s + 1} refering that elements of the

variable "Y" are the real numbers
"XM, being at same time equal or
greater than -1 and equal or lesser
than +1.

There is in the above example a finite number of elements

in the set X, and a infinite number of elements in the

set Y.

A specific characteristic of a variable, which is defined
as R.V., is that the value assumed for it, in each
instant, cannot be established in no functional relation.



Any element included to the set defined by the

characterization of R.V., may represents a near value to

be given to it.

Explaining the reasoning through an example, it supposes

tossing a normal die.

Any number of the set of possible results, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5 } ,
may occur. If a die with five faces is used with number 1
and one with number 2, the set of possible results is
R.V. X = {1, 2 } . When that die is tossed is as much possible
occur number 1 as number 2. It is intuitive that there is
a bigger chance of occuring number 1 than 2. However that
chance may only be verified tossing the die several times,
establishing then a quantity of occurrences of number 1
and number 2.

The theory of probabilities mathematically analyse R.V.,
quantifying chances of occurrence of its elements and
defining technical rules for its uses in operations and
practical problems.

3.2 Function of Probability

For an identical R.V., may be quantified chances of
occurrence of its elements. This proceeding will imply as
follows: to each R.V. element will correspond a chance of
occurrence. Those chances may be quantified in percentages,
being then the values named probabilities of occurrence
of the R.V. elements. It is, however, possible the
establishment of a functional relation among real numbers
R.V. elements, with real numbers expressing chances of
occurrence in percentages.

As illustration, a graphic representation of the relation

between R.V. X and variable, chance of occurrence P.
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May be read on the introduced graphic, that elements of

X are {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, with 10% of chance of occurrence of

element 1, 20% to 2, 40% to 3, 20% to 4 and 10% to 5.

That functional relation between a R.V. and chances of

occurrence of its elements is named "Probabiity Function".

The probability function is also known as distribution of

R.V. It is evident that the sum of chances of occurrence

of all elements of a R.V. must be 100%.

To know how to read a graphic or algebraic representation

of a probability function is an essential ability to make

possible mathematical analysis about a R.V.

#

When the number of elements of a R.V. is finite, the

comprehension of its probability function is easier. Each

element has individually a chance of occuringand the sum

of all chances is 100%.

When the number of elements is finite, it is not possible

to assign a value as a chance to each element, since it

would be infinite values to be sum and the total would



be 100. In that case, it is not the chance of each element
in particular that is quantified but the total chance of
elements in each interval of the set of R.V. elements.

Considering a R.V. as an example that represents the
time of d car to coyer 100 Km. The set of possible results
may be the numerical interval between one and two hours.
The graphic representation presented below, symbolizes the
probability function to the example in discussion.

It is not possible the mathematical establishment of the
chance quantification of a car delays exactly one hour, 10
minutes, 37 seconds and 4 milesimal of second. But as the
total of chances of all elements must be 100% and the area
under the curve represents the sum of chances of all
elements, that total area represents 100%. Then it is
v/ished to know the probability of the car delays between
1 hour and half, it is sufficient to verify that the
graphic areas under that interval corresponds to a half
of the total area, to be concluded that the chance of
occurrence of that interval elements is 50;i.

To complete the example, it represents, next, the chance

of a car to delay between 1 hour and half and 1 hour and

45 minutes.



Considering that the striped area represents 30S of the

total area, the chance of a car delays between 1 hour and

half and 1 hour and 45 minutes, is 30%.

3.3 Mathematical Expectation

The "mathematical expectation" of a R.V. consists of a '
numerical value used to represent it in some mathematical
operations. The symbology used is:

E(X) = mathematical expectation of the R.V. X.

As an example it may be considered the case of the car
covering lOOKm, as mentioned before, if the driver gets
cash for travelled hour and cover 200 trips a year, how
many hours must be foresseen for him to travel during a
year? If the real times of duration of each trip to be
effected is distributed according to the presented R.V. X,
50% of trips will last more than 1 hour and half and 50%
less, but "on average", the spent time with slower trips
will be recovered with faster trips.

Then, the mathematical expectation of the R.V. is 1.5h,
which is mathematically expected as total time of 200.1.5=
300 hours in a year.

It is observed that the value of E(X) it is not necessary
the value of an element of X. If tossing a die a person
gets US$ 6.00 if the number 6 occurs, US$ 5.00 if the
number 5 occurs and so one. If the same person toss the
die 1.000 times, will be mathematically expected the

0

payment of US$ 3,500.00. That is because in the case of
tossing a die, E(X) = 3.5. But the number 3.5 does not
consist of an element of X.

Considering an analogy with mechanics, if elements of a R.V.
X were represented by iron bodies and the probability of
occurrence of each element similar to the mass of the body
it represents, the value of E(X) would coincide with the



center of gravity of the system in discussion.

P
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In the case of a discreet R.V., the interval of its

elements may be represented by an iron bar with a total

mass of lOOg. There is not a punctual mass of the bar but

mass of small fragment of it. Consequently a bar symbolizes

a R.V., in the case that trere is not probability of

occurrence of the point but intervals of the straight line,

The center of gravity of the iron bar will represent the

value of E(X).

It mathematically defines E(X) as the medium value between

element of X, weighed by respective probabilities of

occurrence. It mathematically represents:

E(X)
N
I pi

Obs.

I)
N

The symbol I represents the sum of all values
i=1

assumed by operations with related variables to it,

as the index i varies between constants 1 and N.



i
II) The symbol "i" represents the table of each element j

of the R.V. It implies, in this case, a R.V.X = j

{xi, x2, x3, .... xn} where xi represents an element

each time, as i varies from 1 to n.

III) The symbol xi represents a constant relating to the

value of the element xi of the R.V. i
i

IV) The symbol pi represents the probability of occurrence

of the element xi.

3.4 Variance

In studies of R.V., and in operations with them, are not

considered only its mathematical expectations, but also

other defined parameters, which may become important to

solve some problems. One of the more important parameters

is named "variance" of the R.V. and it is symbolized as

V(X).

V(X) is a numerical value which represents anaverage

dispersion of values of elements X, around the value of

E(X). In the analogy with mechanics V(X) would represent

the mass moment of inertia distributed. In connection with

an axis, crossing the center of gravity. The more is the

dispersion of a mass around an axis, the more is the

system rotational inertia related to it. To understand

the established analogy, it is necessary a concept even

trough intuitive of mechanics.

It mathematically definesV(X) as the mathematical

expectation of the square difference between X and E(X).

It mathematically represents:

V(X) = C[X - E(X)]2

It is observed that the value of E[X - E(X)] is equal to

zero by its proper definition of E(X).



Considering the mathematical definition of E(X), another

manner to represent V(X) is:

n n
V(X) = E (xipi - E xipi)2

i=1 i=1

By definition, the square root of V(X) is named "standard

deviation" of X. It generally represents the standard

deviation as follows: a =\/V(X) x .

The great advantage of the standard deviation concept is

that in the event of some R.V. very used to solve practical

problems, the value of o is used to define interval of

confidence around estimations to E(X).



4. STATISTICS

4.1 General Concepts

Statistics is a branch of the applied m a t h e m a t i c s , which

principles are resulting of the theory of p r o b a b i l i t i e s ,

used to define conclusions about a population, as fror.i

data upon it.

It is considered as a population in a generical w a y , a set

of elements in discussion. If there is a knowledge about

each element of the set, its qualities and q u a n t i t i e s , the

population is totally known. Representing that set through

a R.V., it is possible to establish the distribution of

e l e m e n t s , its mathematical expectation and variance.

When there is no access to all elements of the population

but only to some of them, statistics is the instrument

used to imply values on the population as a w h o l e .

The assumed hypotesis is that the known data about the

total population were raised in such way that its

probability of occurrence is equal to the probability of

the element existence that represents within the defined

set.

Let's consider as an example a box with 1.000.000 little

balls of equal form, size and m a s s , 300.000 w h i t e s ,

500.000 blues and 200.000 reds. If 100.000 little balls

were removed in a random m a n n e r , the mathematical expectation

is that 3 0 % be w h i t e , 5 0 % blue and 2 0 % red. But, in

p r a c t i c e , that percentage is not obeyed. In removing,

randomly, 100.000 little balls from a box containing

1.000.000, which play of colours is unknown, the percentage

of little balls of each colour to be removed is near the

percentage of each colour within the global p o p u l a t i o n .

Obviously, as bigger the number of little balls removed

for example, 200.000 instead of 100.000, there will be a

bigger tendency to distribute the investigated c o l o u r s .



Each investigated little ball is named a "sample" of tht
population in discussion.

The statistics allows not only to infer parameters to a
population in discussion, starting fron» observations about
samples of it, as quantifies, how much the infered
parameters represent in the reality the population in
study.

The application of statistics takesinto consideration the
sampling of a population as an random experiment, and the
set of possible results of the random experiment represented
by a R.V.. Then, whenever a problem is statiscally analysed,
the real value considered a parameter of a collected sample,
will be considered as a realization or an occurrence of f
element of a R.V.

4.2 Characteristic Estimators

It may be considered a R.V. by the graphic representation
of its probability function, by its mathematical
expectation, in algebraic operations and/or by the variance
or standard deviation, in analysis about the dispersion
of its elements. Those real values of the population in
discussion, are named parameters of it and are also
represented by the following symbols:

v = E(X) = mathematical expectation of X(also known as
medium value or medium of the class).

a * = V ( X ) = variance

o =\fVÍX)^ = standard deviation

p = function of probabilities

The only knowledge of values of "N" samples, which will be
represented by xi, implies that the parameters are
calculated to a population of available samples, which are



named statistics, and that they must be used in the

estimative of global class parameters.

In this case:

li is estimated through the medium value of samples (T)

a2 is estimated through the variance of samples (S2)

a is estimated through the square root of the variance of

samples (S)

p is estimated through the relative frequency of

occurrence of elements of the samples (f).

4.3 Normal Distribution

There are infinite alternatives as a probability function
to a R.V. Some distributions being more used in the
solution of practical problems, have its mathematical
aspects analysed in a rather particular way and in several
cases, several theories, mathematically well established.

One of the distribution more used in practice is named

normal distribution.

It refers to a probability function of a continuous R.V.,

involving all set R, which graphic representation is a

symmetrical curve around the vertical axis that crosses

u having a bell snapped curve.

The algebraic representation of that functional relation

is:

\h) = K . t I—---)'

(The comprehension of the algebraic representation is not

essential to attend the course).

u xi



That distribution represents, as already mentioned to
probability functions, the probability of occurrence of
an element between two values xi and xi + 1. That
probability is represented by the area over the curve,
between the interval xi and xi + 1 (ruled area of the
example).

Some characteristics of this distribution are:

I)

ID

Area over the curve, relating to the interval

and v + o represents 68,27% of the total area

68,275

- o

\i-Za n \i+2o x

It means that the chance of occurrence of a value

between v - a and y + a is 68,27%.

Area under the curve, relating to the interval

]x + Za and \i - 2a represents. 95,45% of the total

area.

P1

95,45%

\i-2a

It means that a chance of occurrence of a value

between y + 2c and y - 2a is 95,45%.



Ill) Area under the curve, relating to the interval

y + 3o and y - 3o represents 99,73% of the total

area.

99,73?,

y-3a

It means that the chance of occurrence of a value

between y + 3o and y - 3a is 99,73%.

Whenever a population in discussion is represented by a

R.V. of normal distribution, those theories will be used

as valid norms.

4.4 Significance and Confidence Interval

Starting from a number of sample observations of a

particular variable, it may describe a sample in a complete

form. However, generally, what really interest are not

samples themselves but:

I) To use them to consider hypothesis on the original

population from which they were extracted.

II) To use them to produce inferences on the nature of

the original population.

Those two methods, both part óf the general problem of

the statistical inference, may be defined as (I) hipotheses

test and (II) estimate.

However it is only possible to use samples for these

purpose if they are random. It must be reminded that the



basic planning in a single random sampling is that in
which each element of the population has similar
possibility to be selected.

Given a sample, the general problem is to decide if it
belongs to a certain type of population with determined
parameters.

Alternatively, if the sample is known, what are the
population parameters? Considering that a sample represents
only a fraction of the whole, one should not expected that
it would be a perfect representation of the entire
population. In this way, it would purely hazard if the
sample mean would correspond, exactly to the population
mean. The discrepancies between the sample values
(statistics), obtained from random samplings and the
population values (parameters), are called "sampling
errors" and are due random causes. Since all sampling
statistics are subject to sampling errors, it would be
impossible to have absolute assurance about the results,
since there is an certain possibility that a population,
with a certain mean u, would be originated by a sample
with a very different "X. It is necessary to define the way
which J would be distributed if there has been represented
sampling in the same population. That probabil ity distribution
is known"mean sample distribution". Knowing the sample
distribution, one can calculate the probability of X be
different than u by a given value or in other words one
can decide when one particular value of 7 would be
originating from a population with determined u. The
essential support for this reasoning is the probabilistic
judgement which can be made over the original population,
based on the sample data.

The X distribution is represented by a normal

P ^-^ 95,45S

y-2a vi xi y+Zo X



In this case, if there is a probability of 95,45% to

occur a Ji with a value between u - 2o • and u + 2a to

calculate the average of Y of a population samples, there

is a probability of 95,45% that the value u of the

population indicated is between J - 2a and J + 2a.

Generally it î . unknown the value of o of the population in

discussion, being it then estimated by S.

In practice it may consider that after calculating "X and
S, starting from samples of a population, it is estimated
that with 95% of probability the value of u will be between
Y - S and Y + S. It means that there is a probability of
5% of u is not included in the interval in question.

Statistically, a hypothesis is never proved or rejected.
What is done is to find conclusions such as: "or the
hypothesis is true or we are before a sporadic case, in a
probabilistic way".

4.5 Calculation of Statistics

Considering "n" samples of a population represented in

R.V.X = {xi, i changing from 1 to n}, algebraic calculations

of X, S and N are made starting from the following formulas:

p. _ Number of elements with value Xi_
Total number of elements (N)

FI

N
I (Xi - Y ) 2

N - 1



5. MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION OF MINERAL DEPOSITS

5.1 Hypothesis of Interpretation

The fact of mineral deposits have been only known in

observation and sampling points, recommends the utilization

of mathematical methods, statistics in particular, to

infer values to the mineral body as a whole.

That representation is obtained starting from a deposit

modelling. In the elaboration of models, it is necessary

to create hypothesis, which are always implicitly or

explicitly assumed.

In a generical way, the assumed hypothesis are as follows:

A) The attribute determined in an observation point is

extensible to another point or points, "through a fixed

mathematical principle".

B) The sampling done is "sufficient" to represent a

considerable part of the mineral body, within defined

limits by the established model and according to applied

statistical theories.

C) The investigation and observations on the mineral body

have confirmed the "continuity" of it, as assurnad to

interpolations and extrapolations accomplished to the

model confection.

D) The model expresses with "acceptable approach", within

the purpose of its utilization, the real deposit.

5.2 Principles and Procedures

Without accepting hypotesis previously mentioned, there

are not conditions to mathematically quantify mineral

deposits.



The application of each hypothesis implies in the utilization

of technics that explain the natural phenomenon.

The hypotesis A corresponds to the principle of extension
of observations. To its application, it is necessary to
represent the observed way to the parameters variation.
There are analytical procedures (area of influence of an
observation or gradual variations), natural procedures
(geological or technological), empirical procedures
(generalizations) and statistical procedures (that take
into consideration the mineral body as a R.V. and each
sample as an occurrence of its element).

Hypotesis B corresponds to the principle of sampling

representativity. Then, it is necessary to adopt a

procedure to estimate and, if it is possible, to quantify

that representativity. There are statistical procedures,

geostatistical procedures and geological procedures.

Hypotesis C corresponds to the principle of continuity

and delimitation of the mineralizing phenomenon. Then, it

is necessary to adopt a procedure to estimate and if it is

possible to quantify probabilities or errors in accomplished

interpolations and extropolations. There are geological

procedures and geostatistical procedures.

Hypotesis D corresponds to the principle of representativity

of mineral deposit. Then, it is necessary to adopt a

procedure that allows to obtain descriptions of colected

informations and conclusions of its processing. There are

graphical procedures, numerical procedures and analogical

procedures.

The introduction of statistical, geomathematical technics
and electronical computation, largely opened the specter
of alternatives of practicable procedures in modelations
of mineral deposits. However, it is necessary to have in
mind that all such alternatives are instruments at the
service of experts in research, estimation and utilization



of mineral resources. None of then may substitute the

qualification of each professional within the field of

the mining art.

Procedures more used in the modelation of mineral deposits,

its peculiarities, its advantages and disadvantages, is

the object of the next class, reported in the Apostille

III. To the comprehension of the sequence to the course,

it is necessary to consolidate conceptions discussed by

the presented mathematical revision.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Planning for utilization of a mineral deposit implies in the

establishment of processes that, if applied, will result the

transformation, in situ, of mineral substances in products with

defined commercial application in the market.

The first necessary definition is which negotiable products may

be obtained from available mineral resources. Consequently, the

expectatives for the values of those possible products can be

set forth.

As a second step more appropriate means to accomplish desirable

transformations must be defined.Consequently the costs expectations

involved by planned operations can be established.

The analysis of each method visualized for solution of each

problem under discussion, imposes considerations about the

expected consequences of its applications. The art of dividing,

in the time and space the application of the considered different

methodologies, expecting an optimized utilization of mineral

resources, is named "Establishment of Mining Plans".

The next subject to be developed an entire logical sequence of

activities is considered that have as objective the establishment

of an optimized mining planning characterizing the parameters

and involved procedures.



2. CHARACTERIZATION OF IMPORTANT MINERAL SUBSTANCES

i
The principal contributions to the first works involved by the j

mining planning, consist in the established geological models, '

to represent the mineral deposit. Those models must express

lithological and mineralogical types which were geologically .

detected in the considered mineral population. On geological i
I

models, samplings are planned in order to cover every sort of i
available mineral substances and considered as important for

analysis when searching raw material to obtain commercial products.

Numerical models, will allow to quantify possible productions,

starting from recognized resources, simulating extractions

operations, transportation and processing of mineral properties. -

The definition of methods and operations to be simulated is a

task of the "Engineering of Mines" area.

2.1 Processing of Mineral Properties

The processing of minerals consists in a set of operations

necessary to the transformation of the material extracted

from the mineral deposit into commercial products.

Important mineral substances generally occur associated to

other minerals named "gangue" or impurities to be eliminated

until the commercial products standards be attained. The

separation methods applied to important substances from its

gangue and/or impurities either by physical and/or chemical

processes are limited by the present technological development

of this activity. In a general way, when samples originated

from a mineral deposit are analysed for the purpose to

define possibilities of being obtained commercial products

from of the material which they represent, it is observed

the following reasoning:

1) Mineralogical Characterization

Definition of the sample components through the field
geological reports, visual analysis, physical and chemical
tests.



That characterization determines the type of analysis and

t~sts to be accomplished aiming a effective qualification

of the material under analysis.

Some particular cases exist where the mineralogical
characterization regulates a sequence sufficiently specific
to the continuity of analysis. In the case of ornamental
stones, for instance, polishing tests and considerations
are accomplished on the physical "quality" of obtained
products. In the most cases, however, it is supposed the
possibility to extract one or more important products,
separating them from the analysed material or getting a
more pure product eliminating impurities from the analysed
material.

2) Quantifying Grades

Both important substances such as gangues and impurities

must have quantified contents observed in samples. Then

it is possible to define how the increase in the

concentration of important substances and/or the impurities

quantity to be eliminated in order the commercial

specification be met by the products.

The increasing of concentration and/or elimination of

impurities is obtained through physical and/or chemical

operations on the considered material. The definition of

operations to be considered to reach expected results

and respectives technical and economical specification

is accomplished from a serie of tests and analysis on

samples of the mineral body.
0

3) Definition of Mineral Releasing Means

Usually, a block of material extracted from the deposit,

confines substances to be concentrated and/or impurities

to be disposed of. To permit that projected physical and/

or chemical actions, reach the aimed substances, it is

necessary a material separation until the substances



confined in its interior be released. The more usual
operations are crushing and material milling.

The lesser the granulometry obtained the. larger the
possibility of involved minerals releasing resulting
however in an increased operation cost (due to a higher
energy consumption equipments» materials and man-power).
A limit, exists from which the gain of mineral releasing
and consequent increasing in recovery important substances
and/or reduction the impurities contents may have a
value lesser than its cost. On the other hand for some
substances, commercial specifications define limits to
its granulometrical variations.

The result analysis of the disaggregation tests for the
material under discussion can only be performed by
visualising the obtained results on the important substances
conr" ltration and/or impurities elimination.

4) Separation

To obtain a disaggregate material where released mineral
units are mixed requests a unity controlled separation
process.

That separation is obtained through physical operations
(granulometrical classifications: separation of minerals
with different J^nsities, in liquid media; hidrophobie
minerals flotation on air bubbles, etc) and/or chemical
operations (substances leaching through acid or basic
agents, performing phase transformation from solid state
into liquid one. Subsequently insoluble'sol id substances
are filtered for separating them from the soluble ones
in liquid agent).

Vie objective is to expose the mineral mass to physical
and/or chemical influences so that different reactions
of different disaggregated particles imply in a separation
among them. In practice it is not expected to obtain
substances absolutely pure, but contents within commercial



specifications for products.

As larger the intensity of applied physical and/or chemical
actions» larger will be the recovery of important subs-
tances, but larger will also the cost of operations. It
is necessary to investigate a point of equilibrium,
starting from which the cost of recovery is superior to
the value of recovered complementary parcel.

5) Final Production

Concentrated substances, through separation of gangues
and/or impurities, which chemical specifications are con-
sistent with that defined by the market, may normally
require some granulometrical classification or drying or
any other complementary preparation to fit in the physical
specifications defined to each product in particular.

Many times is economically interesting the manufacture
of more elaborated products, although being possible the
comtnercial ization of substances obtained in intermediate
phases of the production line. The utilization of some
deposits is only economically justified if the implantation
of all an industrial structure is considered not only
aiming the processing of extracted ore as well as the
elaboration of more noble products starting from obtained
concentrates.

2.2 Mining of Mineral Resources

The mining of mineral resources consists i^ s set of
necessary operations to the ore extraction in the midst of
the deposit and put it in foreseen conditions to start its
processing. The extraction and transportation methods of
mineral substances from a deposit depend on the specific
characteristics of each mineral body in discussion.

Starting from the establishment of a technical and economical
possibility to ohrain negotiable products as of available



mineral substances in the deposit, it is necessary the
elaboration of a model that manifest a spatial distribution
of important substances. The material considered as not
important is named barren or host rock. Next must be defined
which methods are applicable to the study of extracting
important substances, defined by the mentioned model.

At the beginning, the classification of mining methods
derives from the ore extraction be processed in open pit or
on a underground manner.

The mining is considered as open pit if the ore extraction
is realized removing previously all material that it covered,
so that be removed without needing of an access in under-
ground. According to the deposit characteristics in open
pit mining it may be accomplished as follows:

- Slope Mining : Removing the material located above the

topography of the involving area (hills);

- Pit Mining : Removing the material located below the
topography of the involving area (so
excavating a large pit on the surface of
the earth);

- Strip Mining : Tabular bodies, sub-horizontals, where
the body is mined in parallel strips
narrows and elongated, being that,
generally, the strips which ore has
already been extracted, is used as a
deposit of the barren adjacent strips;

- Special Minings: Mining of alluviums by dredging or
hidraulic dismountinq. etc..hidraulic dismounting, etc..

Mining is considered as underground if the ore extraction

1s accomplished through sub-surface accesses to it. The ore

extraction implies in a formation of a empty in the space

it was taking in the interior of the rock massif. According



to the characteristics of the treatment considered to the
space the extracted ore was occupying, underground mining
methods may be grouped as follows:

- Room and Pillar : Where the ore portion and/or barren

Mining blocks, constitute pillars with subs-
taining function from adjacent rocks
to empty ones, caused by the ore
remotion;

- Filling Mining : Empty ones are filled up with barren

material propriciating substentation
of host rocks a-nd the possibility of
different excavations;

- Controlled Caving : The ceiling of empty ones is orderly

abated in no more necessary openings,
making possible the mining continuity,
without being the area disorderly
unstable.

A mining in open pit presents, among others conveniences of
making possible the high production, due to the physical uji
limitation of the largeness of equipments to be selected to
its mechanization; unitary mining operations (extraction,
load and transportation) have better conditions of operation,
in efficiency terms, also presents bigger simplicity to
select, allowing a better adaptation to the market conditions,

Generally, it may be mentioned as disadvantages of mining
in open pit, in respect to the underground .one the fact
that the first needs large areas to the barren removing; be
directly subject to the climatic conditions; and negative
results on the surface, as to the ecological point of view
as referring to the landscape.

Conditioning factors to select the kind of mining to be
applied to a mineral deposit are related to the nature of
it and to several market conditions, being first imposed



by the deposit physical reality in discussion, and the
others conclusives to the economical policy definition to
be adopted to the work.

As a first approach, factors to be considered may be mentioned
as follows:

19) Depth, shape* magnitude, superficial extension, size
and dip of the deposit.

29) Ore nature and host rock.

39) Grade distribution.

49) Investments and production costs.

59) Value of products.

69) Works already existing.

79) Need and existence of necessary inputs to the mining

itself.

Economical criterions to establish limits between method
applications in open pit and undergrounds are presented in
item 3 Basic Parameters of Mining Works.

2.3 Economical Potential Definition of the Deposit

The selection of mining and processing method more adaptable
to the characteristics of mineral resources in discussion,
make possible a forecast of economical consequences of its
application.

The establishment of equations which simulate results of
foreseen operations, of mining and processing, on numerical
models established through reserve calculations, allows an
estimation of values for the basic parameters. Those
parameters will express perspective of productions, in



quality and quantity, its values, in the market and costs
involved in the investigation of foreseen results,

Then, it is possible a first estimation on the commercial
value of the mineral deposit in discussion, and the
establishment of the interest or not to better recognize
available resources. Then there will be sufficient allowances
to the planning optimization of complementary investigation.

Starting from the moment in which measured reserves, for
itself, justify the establishment of an industrial utilization
of ~ocated mineral resouces, then, it may be planned.
The-e will be in that moment trustful sufficiently previsions
to the basic parameters of the work, being that they will
be useful as guides to the establishment of the mineral
industrial project.

Mining plans, established during the work, have considered
supports of long, middle and short terms, increased of
operational plans of production.



3. BASIC PARAMETERS OF MINING WORKS

Basic parameters of mining works consist of concepts which quantify
technical and economical characteristics of mineral deposits.
The characteristics to be quantificable allows, to the parameters
in question, its mathematical equation, making possible technical-
economical quantifications to the work.

Parameters are as follows:

- Tonnage x grade curve;

- Rhythm of production x lifetime;

- Economical valuation of mineral units;

- Mining comparisons;

- Grades of economical equilibrium.

3.1 Tonnage x Grade

Every mineral deposit of part or it, is represented in
numerical models through its "representative supports"
(for example, blocks with geometry and defined spatial
position). Each support, representative of mineral deposit
has in established models, an estimation of quantity (for
example, tonnage) and quality (for example, grade) of
involved mineral substances. The quantity of possible
products to be obtained in the utilization of a representa-
tive support, is estimated simulating the mining and
processing operations on the unit of a considered ore body.
Thus, it is possible the establishment of a numerical value
which expresses to each estimate support of the deposit a
prevision of the expected production in case of its
utilization. The deposit utilization as a whole will have
as a prevision to the total production, the sum of foreseen
productions to each support representative of it. The mean
grade of all considered ore body is estimated by the mean
grades of its representative units.



The processing operations, on each tone of mined material,
have a cost that must be equalized by the value of obtained
products. When the quantity of products to be obtained ,
associated to its market values, does not justify the
utilization of some mineral portion, it is considered that
the quantity, in principle, does not have sufficient content
in available mineral substances.

If the population units in discussion were not considered,
which contents will be inferior to a certain defined value,
the new population of blocks would sum a total tonnage of
minor important substances but with a superior value to the
mean grades.

It presents in a schematic way, in Figure 1, different
populations as specifications of contents of its units are
modified.

FIGURE 1

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF A MINERAL POPULATION

tl

t2

t3

Representative Area of a whole

mineral population:

tl = representative area of blocks
with grades lesser than 20£.

t4
t2 = representative area of blocks

with grades between 20% and 40*

t3 = representativet area of blocks
with grades between 40% and 60S

t4 = representaive area of blocks
with grades higher than 60%.

- It may be considered to all
population 100 000 tones of
important substances with a
mean grade of 40$.



If only t2, t3 and t4 were considered, the total mass will

be inferior to 100 000 tones, for instance, 75 000 tones,

since it will no more be computed unit tl. In the calculation

of the mean grade of the new population,only will be computed

values above to 20%, causing an increasing of the proportion

of important substances, for instance, to 50%.

If only units t3 and t4 were considered there will be a new

decrease in the considered mass of the population (for

instance to 50 000 tones) and increase in its mean grade

(for instance to 60%).

To permit a visualization of possible mass alterations and

mean grade for different specifications of contents to the

considered units, it is used a graphic tool named "tonnage

x grade curve" which is shown in Figure 2.

FI6URE 2

TONNAGE X GRADE CURVE
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In the horizontal axis tc represents minimum values of contents

to each set of units of the considered mineral population.

Taking any point of the tc axis (for example 20%) means that

units with lesser contents than the value relating to that

point, are not considered to determine the mass and mean



grade of the population discussion.

The T line represents a functional relation between tc and
the mass of the population that it defines. The vertical
T(t) axis represents values in tones to each considered
population. Taking a point of tc axis (for instance 2 0 % ) ,
it is drawn a vertical line to that axis in that point up
to meet the T curve (for instance A point). Starting from
the contact point in T, it is drawn a normal to T(t) axis,
reading in tones in the axis scale, the value of the defined
population by tc (in the considered example the result would
be 75 000 tones).

The t line represents a functional relation between tc and
the mean grade of the population that it defines. The
vertical t (%) axis represents values in percentual proportion
for each considered population. Taking a point in the tc
axis for instance 20%, it is drawn a vertical line to that
axis in that point up to meet the t curve (for example, B
point). Starting from the contact point in t, it is drawn
a perpendicular to the t axis, reading in percentage in the
axis scale, the value of the mean grade of the defined
population by tc (in the considered example the results
would be 5 0 % ) .

In the example, considering only units with similar grades

or higher than 20%, the resulting population would be

75 000 tones with a mean grade of 50%.

The tonnage x grade curve permits a visualization of possible
quantities and qualities to be produced starting from the
utilization of the mineral deposit or part .of it.

3.2 Rhythm of Production x Lifetime

Recoverable reserves of a mineral deposit are finite, so a
constant consumption of them tends to exhaust available
resources. Mining operations and processing impose the use
of accesses, installations, equipments ant other specific
properties, which acquisition cost must be paid during the



mineral-industrial work.

To install all an industrial structure to produce during
one or two years may inclusive economically to make the
work unviable. Usually it is necessary at least seven years
to amortize realized investments, being that established
projects try to guarantee terms of duration between 10 and
20 years.

All ore reserve measured in a deposit, which utilization is
foreseen (represented by R, usually in tones), divided by.
the annual foreseen tax of production (represented by p,
usually in year tones) determines the expected value as
lifetime to the work (represented by N, usually in years).

The Trio, "R", "p" and "N" are related in a such way, that
attributing values to two of the considered parameters, the
values to two of the considered parameters, the value of
the third one is directly determined starting from the
mathematical equation.

N = R/p

3.3 Economical Valuation of Mineral Units

The analysis of a support utilization, representative of
the mineral deposit considers the application of mining
and processing actions on them.

Being T the mass in tones, of a considered unit, and C the
total unitary cost (in US$ by tone) of the extraction and
transportation of the material it contains,it is attributed
to that unit a value - T.C. equal to cost of its mining.

If it is considered the T quantity processing and being B
the total unitary cost (in US$ by tone) of the handling of
contained minerals, it is also attributed to the considered
unit the TB value equal to the processing cost. The processing
implies in obtaining some commercial product. Be Q tones, the
produced quantity and A (USS) the tone value in the market.



Then, it is also attributed to the considered unit the Q.A.
value, equal to the selling price of acquired products.

Following mentioned proceedings it. is possible to elaborate
a numerical model to the mineral deposit that attributes
to each unit representative of it an economical value
(represented by W). In this case, to a generical "iM block
of the deposit we have:

Wi = C.T, considering some extraction method to it, but
that it has not been processed

Wi = Q.A - B.T - C.T, in case of its processing

In this case, the economical value of each considered
portion of the mineral deposit is determined by the total
of economical values of involved mineral units.

3.4 Mining Ratio

In a general way, the word "Mining Ratio" means the existing
comparison between the barren and the corresponding
recoverable ore.

It is represented as: R = -i—
M

Where: R = Mining comparison
E = Removed ba ren
M = Recoverable ore

(Ex.: R m of barren each ore tone).
#

The concept is variable, since the comparison may be for
all the deposit, or for an operating month, or the limit
between open pit mining 3nd underground one.

Comparison of limit mining:

Used symbology:

Cca = total cost of open pit mining of 1 ora tone.



Cm = cost of open pit dismounting and transportation up

to the plant yard of 1 ore tone.

Ce = cost of dismounting and transportation of 1 barren
tone up to the rock waste.

R = mining ratio barren volume ore tone.

Css = total cost of underground mining of 1 ore tone.

Changing into: C = CM + R x CE (I)

Comparison of limit mining, represented by R, is the one
that becomes equal costs of open mining pit and underground
one so:

When R = R, = c 1S noted that C is not*L aB=5k ca "ss
dependent of the mining ratio) substi tuti ng in (I) we have:

C s s = CM + RL . CE Css - CM
CE

Figure 3 shows a graphic representation of the deducted
equation:

FIGURE 3

GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION TO THE CALCULATION OF THE LIMIT RATIO

COSTS

CM -f^-»--

tg« = CE

The mining ratio R^, is in the "economical limit" between
the open pit mining and underground one.



3.5 Grades of Economical Equilibrium

The grade of economical equilibrium of an unit of the

considered mineral deposit is that one which would have a

production cost equal to the value of obtained products.

3.5.1 Minimum Grade

The minimum grade represented by t^, is the

economical equilibrium grade of the material put at

the processing disposal. The minimum grade is also

known as cut-off grade.

Being T the considered unit mass, t the grade in

substances economically available, B the unitary cost

of minerals process, Q the produced quantity and A

the unitary value of products we have:

Q = T• . t

When t = tm = = Q.A

Q _
T

tm

= T . B

B
A

B
= Ã

3.5.2 Barren Grade

The barren grade is considered the grade of all

units which mean grade is inferior to t m.
4

3.5.3 Cut -o f f Grade

The c u t - o f f grade represented by t c is the economical

equ i l i b r i um grade of an u n i t of the considered deposit

" i n s i t u " .

Using same symbology already mentioned, we have:



When t = t, Q.A = B .T + C . T

Q _ B+C

T A

t c =
B+C



4. LONG TERM PLANS

It is not possible to plan the development of a work if the
final limits of the considered work were not before defined. To
program the mining evolution of a mineral deposit is necessary
a pre-definition of physical limits of the mineral population
to be considered.

Theoretically the larger mineral population, between that which
would have a higher economical value (total of economical values
"Wi" of involved mineral units), characterizes the limit of the
economical interest through recognized resources.

Obviously, the economical value of each unit is directly
correlated to the foreseen mining and processing methods.

The fundamental difference to define limits of the deposit when
it is considered the open pit methods or underground one is that
to the first extraction cost of a mineral unit, is directly
associated to the removal of the overburder.

4.1 Underground Mining

To the underground mining methods, the exact economical
valuation of an unit of the mineral body (for instance, a
block or a panel) imposes a pre-quantification of involved
works and costs on the access to the considered unit. An
unit which visualization of underground mining and
processing of the contained ore, implied in a positive or
null economical valuation, is a mineral property to be
used.

0

T h e d e f i n i t i o n p r o c e s s of p h y s i c a l c o n f i g u r a t i o n of the
d e p o s i t w h e n is f o c a l i z e d its m i n i n g by u n d e r g r o u n d
m e t h o d s , is d e v e l o p e d in a i t e r a t i v e f o r m .

An u n i t w h i c h i n i t i a l e c o n o m i c a l v a l u e is n e g a t i v e m a y h a v e
in a s e c o n d a n a l y s i s an a v a i l a b l e a c c e s s e c o n o m i c a l l y
j u s t i f i e d by o t h e r u n i t s . C o n s i d e r i n g o n l y the e x t r a c t i o n
o p e r a t i o n s and t r a n s p o r t a t i o n o^ the c o n t a i n e d ore w i t h o u t



needing to amortize investments of access to the considered
mineral unit, its economical valuation may be positive.

The totality, of units with no negative economical valuation

constitues the mineral deposit to be mined.

Figure 4 shows in a schematic form the established concepts.

FIGURE 4

DEFINITION OF LIMITS OF THE MINERAL DEPOSIT

IN CASE OF UNDERGROUND MINING

1 s t Ana lys is of Block 1

Block

Wi =

1

-10

Access way i

- Block value = Products value -
Production costs.

- Production costs = Extraction costs +
Opening costs of access
ways + Transportation
costs + Processing
costs.

- Opening costs of access way = 20

2 n d Analysis of Block 1

Block 1

Wi = 10

Access way

Acces way opening justified by other
blocks.
Production costs = Extraction costs +

Transportation +
Processing



The Block 1 is integrated to the population defined by the
mineral deposit.

4.2 Open Pit Mining

The removal of a mineral block, in open pit presumes that
there was an exposition of it so that it may be mined, in a
practical and safe way, without needing the opening of
underground means. The practicability is assured respecting
minimum limits to spaces to be occupied by equipments in
developing operations. The safety consists in to respect
the limits to the inclination of slopes during excavations
so that to assure its stability.

Inclinations of slopes defined to the final shapes of
excavations directly actuate in the volume to be removed,
so defining an obligation between the cost of the barren
material to be extracted and the safety of the executing
work.

Each foreseen shape for the final basement, implies in a
population of comprised unitary blocks. The economical value
of each considered shape is equal to the total of economical
valuations of all involved blocks, which valuations are
attributed focalizing its open pit mining.

A good shape is the one that adding to it any block or
possible combination of blocks representing the deposit,
outer to the visualized shape, necessarily implies in a
reduction of its economical value.

A final shape to an open pit mining, usually involves all
a population of useful minerals and barrens. Usually to
send to the processing all material involved by the contour
of excavations, which mean grade is superior to the minimum
grade. This processing is not only adopted when there is a
significative difference between costs of transportation
from the mine up to the deposit of wastes and from the mine
up to the processing.



Obviously that different economical conditions, changes in
values of products and/or in costs of production, imply in
different economical valuations and consequently different
good final contours.

There are computer programs, processed in computer systems
of high capacity which delineate possible good final
contours to the different alternatives of values on the
involved economical parameters.

Figure 5 shows in a schematic way the results of a program
application (in fact the result considers the three
dimensions of the space).

FIGURE 5

ALTERNATIVE OF FINAL BORDERS IN OPEN PIT MINING

Border 1

The border 1 defines economical limits of the mineral
deposit to a determined set of possible vaTues to products
and to costs of production.

An increasing on the quotation of products in the market
may justify the enlargement of contour 1 up to contour 2
and in case of the rise continuity, may economically become
interesting contour 3.



It is chosen as final contour to each project in discussion,
the one that may observe actual conditions or projected to
the market.

4.3 Conclusions

The physical delimitation of recognized resources to be
used, defines available recoverable reserves in the deposit.

The established planning considers that considered ores be
instantaneously mined and processed. Starting form established
final contours it is posible the choice of the lay-out and
the establishment of final economical parameters.

Such definitions are named "long term plans" to the work.

Such plans express the economical policy of the work.



5. MEDIUM TERM PLANS

Starting from recoverable reserves of market requirements defined
in the long term plan with respect to the foreseen products to
the work about the economical policy adopted to it concerning
mining and processing methods and necessary resources to those
operations, a tax is defined to the annual production. To consider
the preconizing annual production, installations are planned as
well as equipments, materials and the necessary manual rock.

The application of considered resources in the deposit mining
will imply in that annually be extracted a portion of the total
population. Deposits divisions in portions relating to the
annual progression of excavations are named "medium term plans".

Medium term plans are established according following criterions:

- The quantity and quality of ore included in each portion must
correspond to the foreseen specifications to be met preconized
annual productions;

- The foreseen annual sequence to the mining operations must be
logical in respect to spacial distribution of considered
portions;

- Human resources in equipments and materials must be programed

to an optimized utilization;

- The variation of quantities of used resources during the time
must be minimized;

- The concluded cash flow must be coherent with the economical

policy of the work.

Medium term plans besides to permit a pluriannual programming to

the production, imply in a budget prevision.



6. SHORT TERM PLANS AND OPERATIONAL PLANS

There are minimum volumes in developing mining, on which
criterions of the material qualification are applied. Those
volumes named "Units of Mining Selectivity" must consist in
mining panels, ore blocks, trucks or several other examples. As
minor is the size of mining selectivity units higher the grade
selectivity attributed to the mining in question.

The recognition, in detail, of mineral portions to be extracted
in intermediate periods of each annual portion the definition
of units of mining selectivity and adopted criterions in its
qualification and the establishment of the sequence to be
considered in its mining, in time and space, are named "short
term plans". Such plans allow to antecipate daily oscillations
in quantities and produced qualities, consequently defining the
need of storage yard and/or material homogenization.

The programming of mining development in time and space allows
the definition of activities, work plans and mobilizations or
equipments in order to make possible the accomplishment of
established plans. Detailed plans and programs specifying
foreseen operations are named "rtining Operational Plans".



7. FINAL COMMENTS

A great quantity of typical cases of mineral deposits imposes a
presentation, generical enough, of involved activities through
a mining planning. Each considered case has its particularities,
sometimes exempting a conventional focalization and even
requering the practice of inedited methods to the establishment
of an optimized mining planning.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is considered an hypothetical example of a mineral body
formation, starting from the deposition of important substances
in a mineralized layer and posterior covering of it by other
layers of barren material.

The mineralized layer will be reported, in a general way, as
mineral deposit and the contained material will be named as ore.

The intervenient parameters, in the recognition and investigation
on the utilization of the mineral deposit are of technical and
economical aspects. The technical parameters, are: thickness,
volume, tonnage and ore content, thickness and volume of the
barren material. The economical parameters are: costs of the
deposit sampling, mining costs and ore transportation, costs
of the barren removal, costs of the ore processing and unitary
value of products. The economical values are reported in unitary
of money, represented by "$" before each considered quantity.

In developing studies, basic suppositions are established to
allow decisions on the work optimization, as a whole. The
optimization criterion, guide of works, will consist of a profit
maximization (value of products-costs of production).

The training is initiated with the evidence of the mineral
deposit, starting from its outcrop (site where the mineralized
layer is observed on the surface) and approachs all sequence of
activities relating to its investigation. The set of alternatives
to be considered to each foreseen activity is defined in a
schematic way, many times separating complicated factors which
interfere in the analysis of real cases, so as to allow the
understanding of the proposed subject.

ComnnVnts and analysis about samples colected on the reported
outcrop, has demonstrated time existence of susceptive substances
to be converted in commercial products. Such event has permitted
the beginning of a detailed research on the area on the
examination of a possible mineral deposit.



2. GEOLOGICAL MODELLING

The geological model will consist in the graphic representation
of all colected informations of the population in discussion
and about conclusions as it must spatially distributed starting
from gene*.ical and structural analysis on the considered mineral
body.

That is the only model type, representative of the reality, that
directly considers geological phenomena and its consequences,
being the only connecting link between the real body and studies
about it.

2.1 Surface Works

The first works have in view a topographical and geological
surface map. The results of those works, to the considered
hypotetical case, are shown in figure 1.

In many points the observed outcrop by the removal of a
layer about 0,5m of organic soil, has a real thickness of
4m on the central region, becoming thinner as we walk to
the north or south.

2.2 Preliminary Sampling Plan

Observations of surface have revealed an existence of a set
of sedimentary beds without any trace of tectonical actions,
that could change the shape or position of layers, being
consequently considered that they keep its sub-horizontal
position. The area potentially occupied by mineralized
layer is limited to a rectangle of 800m x 400m, as shown
in Figure 1 .

The next step consists in verifying, through the outcroping
and drill holes, the layer attitude in subsurface. It is
planned a drilling grid which cover all considered area.



FIGURE 1

TOPOGRAPHICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SURFACE MAPPING
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The budgetary availability taken into consideration to the
execution of holes is $1 000 (it is supposed that may be
the maximum amount to be applied to the drillings in the
area). It is also considered the cost of $2 by drilled
meter. Then, the mineral deposit will be recognized with a
maximum of 500 drilled meters.

The base of the mineralizated layer, outcrops in the 284m
level. Consequently, the expectative is that the holes
advances on average, up to 284m level, to collect samples
of the prospected mineral body. The drilling grid from 200m
to 200m implies on the execution of 8 holes to cover all
the area, as illustrated in Figure 2.

The outcrop is 850m, being planned a collect of samples
from 200m to 200m in PI, P2, P3 and P4 points, as shown in
Figure 2.

The foreseen length to be drilled are:

HOLE

Fl
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8

SURFACE
ALTITUDE

292m
305m
294m
310m
294m
308m
289m
304m

BOTTOM
ALTITUDE

284m
284m
284m
284m
284m
284m
284m
284m

TOTAL

LENGTH

8m
21m
10m
26m
10m
24m
5m

20m

124m

The budget of the sampling

$248 ($2/m).

initial plan consequently is



FIGURE 2

SAMPLING INITIAL PLAN
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Scale: 1:5 000



2.3 Results of the Preliminary Sampling

The registered data to the indicated points are:

Sampling of the Outcrop:

- layer top altitude

- mineralized thickness
- mean grade of the mineralized interval
- mean density of the mineralized interval

Sampling Starting from Drills:

- surface altitude
- contact altitude with the layer top

- mineralized thickness

- total drilles depth
- mean grade of the mineralized interval
- mean density of the mineralized interval

The results obtained through the executed sampling plan are

as follows:

OUTCROP

SAMPLE

PI
PZ
P3
P4

LAYER TOP
ALTITUDE

(m)

285,Z
Z36.4
287,7
235.3

MINERALIZED
THICKNESS

(m)

1.2
2.6
3.7
1.3

MEAN GRADE
(*)

10
25
23
12

MEAN 0E1SITT

. 2.2

2 . J

2 . 1

2.2

DRILLINGS

SAMPLE

Fl

fZ
F3
F4
FS

F6

F7
F8

SURFACE
ALTITUDE

(m)

292,4
305,2
294,7

310.1
294,0

308,5
289,3

304,3

LAYEH TOP
ALTITUDE

(«)

285,6
285,2
287,7
285,3

290,0

284,5
288.5

294,2

MINERALIZED
THICKNESS

(«•)

2.6

1 . Í
3.7

1.3
6.0

0,5
«.5

0.2

OrÜLLED
DEPTH

(»)

8.5
21.5
11,0

26.5
10,5

25,0

6.0
20,5

Hit* GRADE
( I )

IS
10
30
35
25

40
20

45

MEAI» DE»SITr
( t /nJ )

2.1
2.3

2.2
2.3

2.1

2.1
2.3

2 .2



The drilled total is 129,5m. The total cost of executed
drillings is $ 259 ($ 2/m).

The budgetary balance to the execution of drillings is
$ 741 ($ 1 000 - $ 259). In spite of the positive balance,
will only be executed new holes if an evaluation ot the
economical potential of the deposit justify such investment
and informations to be obtained were considered as indispensable.

2.4 Geological Interpretation

The verification of the layer continuity, in the observation
and sampled points, confirms the genetical and structural
hypothesis. This establishes the geological model of a
continuous sub-horizontal body, which base is located on
the 284m topographical level, and with a variable thickness
starting from it. The established geological model may be
represented through vertical sections, as illustred in
Figure 3.

On the preparation of geological sections, interpolations
to the thickness delimitation, between indicated points,
are manually executed, trying to respect the disposition of
the general reaction of the considered parameter, associated
to genetical and structural explanations about it.

The difference of horizontal and vertical scales of organized
sections, deforms the body in discussion, being necessary
some attention on the establishment of hypothesis and
conclusions about them.

Considering all a set of possible vertical.sections to be
executed starting from available informations, wich set is
larger than the four sections shown in Figure 3, it is
possible the representation of the body geological model
through tracing of isopachs wich conclude a geometrical
delimitation to the mineral deposit. To the considered
hypothetical example it is suposed the geological model,
shown in Figure 4.



FIGURE 3

VERTICAL GEOLOGICAL SECTIONS
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The total area of the mineralized layer, according to the

established geological model is 220 000m2.
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3. ORE RESERVE CALCULATIONS

3.1 Tonnage Calculation

The "ore" tonnage estimation is determined by the product

of the mineralized volume and the mean density.

Mean Density

The mean density is estimated by the calculation of the
weighted average of densities verified in collected samples
by their supports (thicknesses).

The general rule is:

d =

N
I

i =

i

1
N
I
= 1

d i .ei

ei

Where: d = mean density

N = number of considered samples

di = density verified in each samples

(i varying from 1 to N)

ei = thickness observed in each sample i
(i varying from 1 to N)

The next table synthetizes the involved operations in the
calculation of the mean density.



SAMPLE

PI
P2

P3

P4

Fl

F2

F3

F4
F5

F6
F7
F8

10
I

i = l

di (t/m3)

2,2

2,3

2,1
2,2

2,1

2,3

2,2

2,3

2,1

2,1

2,3

2,2

-

ei (m)

1,2

2,6

3,7

1,3

2,6

1,2

3,7

1,3

6,0

0,5

4,5

0,2

28,8

di .ei

2,64

5,98

7,77

2,86

5,46

2,76

8,14

2,99

12,60

1,05,

10,35

0,44

63,4

Being however:

d - 63'04 = 2,19 t/m3
28,8

NOTE: Due to the observed small dispersion of density values

of samples about its mean, probabilistic analysis

on the quality of the accomplished estimation are

not effectuated.

Mineralized Volume
1 - i i ii • i i « H i - #

The volume calculation is effectuated by the total of

volumes between each two consecutive isopachs.

The general rule used to calculate the volume between each

two isopachs is that of the volume calculation of a cone

frustum:



LV = -±- (SI + S2 + VSTTST)
3

Where: V = volume between two isopachs
L = thickness between two isopachs
51 = area comprised by the interval isopach
52 = area comprised by the external isopach

To the hypothetical example considered, the cone frustum is
truncated by the outcrop which reachs thickness up to 4
meters (point P3, thickness 3,7m). To facilitate the
calculation is considered, to the mineral deposit, a
volume of a cone frustum with a total height of 6 meters,
whit an area of 220 000m on the base and 5 000m2 on the
top.

Thus the estimated total volume will be:

V = — (220 000 + 5 000 + V 220 000 + 5 OOff) = 516 332m3.

Tonnage

The tonnage is calculated with the rule:

T = V.d

Where: T = total mass in tonnes (t)

V = total volume in m 3

d = mean density in t/m3

Therefore:

T = 516 332m3 . 2,19 t/m3 = 1 130 767t = 1 130 OOOt

3.2> Statistical Analysis of Grades

An estimation of resources "in situ", within limits of
important mineral substances, is obtained starting from the



formula:

100

Where: Q -• .«sources "in situ", in tones

" - total mass of the deposit in tones
i = mean grade in percentage

For an estimation of the global medium grade it is considered
the mineral deposit as a population and each collected
sample as an random experiment on that population.

The value of the mean grade is estimated by the calculation
of the weighted average of observed grades in collected
samples by their supports (thickness).

The general formula is:

T =

N
I ti.ei

ei

Where: t = mean grade
N = number of considered samples
ti = grade verified in each i sample

(i varying from 1 to N)
ei - thickness verified in each i sample

(i varying from 1 to N)

The next table synthetizes involved operations in the
calculation of the mean grade. Due to the large dispersion
of contents verified in samples (varying from 10% to 45%),
is made the calculation of the "s" standard deviation of
that values, about its medium, to make possible probabilistic
analysis on the quality of the accomplished estimation.
The used formula is:



r
' N

I { ( t i e i }

I ei - 1

NOTE: in that case thicknesses must be given in decimeters
(unitary support).

SAMPLE

PI

P2

P3
P4

Fl

FZ

F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

10
I

t -1

t i (X)

10

2»

* 28
12

15

10
30

35

25

40

20

45

*( (din)

12
26

37

13
26

12

?7

13

60

5

45

2

288

t i .el

120

650

1 036
156

390

120
1 110

455

1 500
200

900
90

6 727

t i - t

-13,36
1.64

4,64

-11,36

- 8,36

-13,36
6,64

11,64

1.64
16.64

- 3,36
21,64

( t i - t ) 2

178.43

2.70

21,55

129,00
69.35

173.43
44.12

135.5»

2.70

276.97

11.27
463,39

( t i - t ) 2 » t

2 141,12

70,13
797,41

1 676.95

1 81S.10

2 UI .12
1 632.43

1 752,0Í

IS!. 84

1 384,84

507,32

9 Í 6 . 7 B

15 0 2 3 , 1 7

It follows that:

6 727
288

= 23,36%

S = 15 028,17
288 - 1

= 7,24 S = 2,09

Consequently i t may be considered that ( normality distribution case):

- wi th 6815 of p r o b a b i l i t y the mean grade of the mineral

deposit is between 21,17% and 25,45%; and

- wi th 95% of p robab i l i t y the mea" grade of the mineral
deposit i s between 19,18% and 27,54%.



3.3 Quantifying the Barren Material

Observing Figure 2, it is noted that the barren material
develops from west to east, in a nearly linear form,
starting from the 385m topographical leve'i up to 310m level
Figure 5 shows, in Ô schematic form, a vertical section,
east-west, showing the barren material.

FIGURE 5

Topographical levels

Level 284m

100m 200m 300m 400m

LEGEND

Mineralized layer

Overburden

Considering medium longitudinal belts of 800m, we may have
following estimations of barren volumes, to I, II, III and
IV sectors, shown in Figure 5:

SECTOR I Area 100m x = 350m2

Volume = 350m2 . 800m = 280 0OQn»3



SECTOR II : Area = 200m ' 14ro 1OOm - 7ro = 1 050m2

Volume = 1 050m2 . 800m = 840 000m3

SECTOR III: Area = 3OOm - 21ro 200ni • 14m = 1 750m2

Volume = 1 750m2 . 800m = 1 400 000m3

SECTOR IV : Area 350m . 25m 300m . 21m 225m2

Volume = 1 225m2 . 800m = 980 000m3

TOTAL : 280 000m3 + 840 000m3 + 1 400 000m3 + 980 000m3

= 3 500

3.4 Preliminary Economical Evaluation

3.4.1 Assumed Hypothesis

It supposes that analysis on possible methods of
mining and "ore" processing, contained in the
deposit, associated to the market studies have
concluded by following economical parameters:

. Cost of open-pit mining and ore
transportation : $ 1 000/t

. Cost of the barren removal

. Cost of ore processing

. Value of products (important'
mineral substances)

. Cost of underground mining
and ore transportation

: $ 1 000/m'

: $ 2 000/t

: $30 000/t

: $ 4 000/t



Also considering following technical parameters:

. Ore recovery in open-pit mining : 952

. Ore recovery in underground mining : 60S

. It will not be considered minimum thickness of
underground mining, and this approach will not
be valid on the examination of real cases.

. Recovery of ore important substances in the
processing : 80S

It also admits that engineering and market studies,
that concluded by above mentioned parameters, impose
an annual rhythm of production of 8 OOOt and an
timelife, necessary to the amortization of realized
investments of about 10 years. Consequently to
realize a mineral-industrial work, it is necessary
to eyaluate a minimum recoverable reserve, in
important mineral substances, contained in the ore,
of about 80 OOOt.

3.4.2 Global Analysis

To become easy the comprehension and to minimize
the volume of involved calculations, in studies
about the utilization of the mineral deposit, will
be considered as fixed, in a definitive way,
parameters relating to forms and volumes of involved
mineral masses (as defined by isopachs in Figure 4
and barren volumes schematically represented in
Figure 5). Geotechnical analyses will be also
abstracted, that look for a definition of angles of
slope in studies, in open-pit mining, and the
definition of geomechanical parameters included in
studies of underground mining. For an open-pit
mining will be schematically considered vertical
angles, and methods and opening of access means to
reach mineral masses.



Consequently, starting from this point, all
complementary information about the mineral body in
discussion, will only be considered in the
establishment of models, which express the spatial
distribution of contents of representative supports
of the mineral deposit.

It is obvious that in a real case, approachs here
considered do no justify, however do not admit
them would imply in the need of developing all a
mineral-industrial project. So, it would be necessary
the utilization of all a staff of highly qualifying
professionals, during some months of work.

Assuming established suppositions up to now, it is
possible a delimitation of the considered mineral
deposit in regions which mining is justified in
open-pit and regions to which the underground
mining would be more interesting under the economical
point of view.

Comparison of Economical Equilibrium Limit

Be Rl the comparison between the barren volume and

the mineral mass released to open pit mining, which

become equal costs in open pit and underground

mining.

The cost in open-pit mining is equal to the total
cost of extraction and ore transportation plus the
removal cost of the barren material. The cost of
underground mining does not depend on the barren
material. Figure 6 shows functional comparisons
between mining unitary costs, as barren/ore
relationships varies according assumed hypothesis.



FIGURE 6

GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF RI

open pit mining

underground mining

ratio barren
t available ore

Being $ 4 000/t the cost of underground mining,

$ 1 000/t the extraction cost in-open-pit and ore

transportation and $ 1 000/m the barren removal

cost, when:

Cost in open-pit mining = cost of underground mining

we have:

$ 1 000 + Rl . $ 1 000 = $ 4 000 —4 Rl =

= 3m3/t

$ 4 000 + $ 3 000 .
$ 1 000

Then the area included in the mineral deposit is

div ided in two regions:

I) Region with barren/ore comparison equal or lesser

than 3.

II) Region with barren/ore comparison higher than 3.

In f?ct , due to the open-pit mining make possible a

larger economical interest in the open-pit utilization,

of deposit portions with barren/ore comparison higher



than 3, but with high grades because,in spite of
production cost be higher, the fact of obtaining
larger quantity of products may result in a higher
economical evaluation considering its open-pit
mining and not its underground one. However, the
opposite is not valid, being then assured that
regions with barren/ore comparison lesser than 3,
will always have a higher economical interest to
be open-pit mined.

In Figure 7 the region is defined with barren/ore
comparison equal or lesser than 3 starting from the
following reasoning:

Being "e" the thickness of the mineralized layer in
a determined site, and "A" the area of the site in
discussion, the volume of the considered ore is:
Vm = e.A m^; suggesting that the considered mean
density is 2,19 t/m we have to that volume T mass =
e.A . 2,19 tones. Being "h" the height of the barren
material, the correspondent barren volume is: Ve -
h.A m3.

In this case, to the barren/ore comparison equal to

Rl we have:

V e » h . A - ^ h . c c T - c c
—- = 3 = £ • = 3 :—r-fr — = 0,3/ = 0,0
T e.A.2,19 e

In such case, regions are defined where the height
of the barren material is at the most 6,6 times
superior to the mineralized thickness.

The isopach (Figure 4) relating to 6m, admits is a

barren height up to 6 . 6,6 = 39,6m.



FIGURE 7
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To the isopach relating to 5m_^
) -*"'•»"- barren height = 33,0m

To the isopach relating to 4m =$
= = ^ maximum barren height = 26,4m

To the isopach relating to 3

barren height = 19,8m

To the isopach relating to 2m=s»

-,mr"-"- barren height = 13,2m

To the isopach relating to l m = ^

m̂ai "*"""" barren height = 6,6m

Then, the indication of points with maximum height
of the barren, on isopachs represented in Figure 4,
implies in the delimitation shown in Figure 7.

The region of the deposit with barren/ore comparison
2

higher than Rl, approximately has 77 000m , with a
medium thickness of one meter, equivalent to 170 000
tones o* "ore". That region corresponds to 15% of
the mineral deposit which global resources are
estimated in 1 130 OOOt or "ore".

The barren volume correspondent to the region with
barren/ore comparison i Rl is 2 500 000m .

Preliminary Economical Evaluation

For a preliminary economical evaluation it is
considered the open-pit mining for all region with
barren/ore comparison % Rl. Then we have:

- Resources in situ: T1 = T - 153» T =
= 1 130 000 - 170 000 =
= 960 OOOt



- Recoverable ore reserve in the mining:
T" =* 95» T1 = 912 OOOt

- Mean grade in important mineral subs.tances
contained in the mined ore:
t = 23%

- Medium grade of important mineral substances
constained in the mined ore:
Q = 912 000 . 0,23 * 209 760t

- Recoverable production on the processing of
the mined c ..

Q' = -80% Q = 167 800t

- Considered production value:

P = Q* . $30 0000/t = $ 5 034 000 000

- Mining cost and ore transportation:

Cm = T " . $ 1 000/t = $ 912 000 000

- Barren removal cost:

Ce = 2 500 000m3 . $ 1•000 - $ 2 500 000 000

- Ore processing cost:
B - T " - S 2 000/t = $ 1 824 000 000

- Total cost of production:
C = Cm + Ce + B = 5 236 000 000

Consequently, the total economical value of the
considered region is:

Economical value = Production value - production
total cost = 5 034 000 000 - 5 236 000 000 =
= - 202 000 000

In this case, there is no economical interest on the
utilization of the considered region., as a whole.
However the considered recoverable production
(167 800t) is the duplication of the minimum necessary



(80 OOOt). Consequently if it is not interesting the
utilization of all deposit there is the possibility
of becoming profitable the utilization of part of it.
Then local estimations'of the ore quality grade are
necessaries, making possible the economical valuation
of units spatially located of the mineral deposit
what imposes a more detailed reconnaissance of it.

3.5 Survey Completion

There is a budgetary availability to an additional execution

of 370,5m drills, as mentioned in item 2.2.

The purpose of the complementary sampling is to create
allowances that permit local economical evaluations, to
units of the mineral deposit whith defined geometry (under
the appearance of blocks). Starting from obtained values to
each considered block, is defined the largest set of blocks,
that may be mined in a logical way, that implies in the
largest global economical value. If that value is negative
or the recoverable production is lesser than 80 OCOt, there
will not be economical interest by the considered mineral
deposit. An engineering analysis, about practical and
theoretical aspects of the work, has conclued that the
ideal is to consider blocks of 100m . 100m. Consequently
the deposit area was divided in one system of blocks of
100m . 100m, as shown in Figure 8. Then, were projected
P5 and P6 samplings, in the outcrop andF9 to F22 drill
holes centralized in blocks.

Next is prepared an analysis of the execution cost of

the complementary drill.



HOLE

F9

FIO
F11

F12

FI3

FM

"S
F16
F17
F18

F19
FZO
F21
F22

SURFACE
ELEVATION

(")

286

291
29S

293
238

299
299
299

298
297

29S
308
310

30$

SOTTOH
ELEVATION

(•»)

284

284
284
284

284

284
284
284

284

Z84

284

284
284

284

TOTAL

EXTENSION
(•)

2

9
11

9
14

15
IS
IS
14

13
It
24

26
21

199

COST
$

4

18
22

18
28

30
30
30

28
26

22
48
52

42

398

Consequently there is a budgetary availability to the
exectution of the complementary research still remaining
a balance of $ 343 ($ 741 - $ 398).

The obtained results with the execution for the conclusion
of the planned survey are shown in the next chart:

SAMPLE

PS
P6
F9
FIO
Fll
F12
F13
F14
F1S
F16
F17
FIB
Fl»
F2O
F2I
F22

MINERALIZED
THICKNESS

1,5
Z.7
3,8
2,9

4,4
5,3

1,9
2,2
Z,
2,f
3,

4,(

Z,
1.
1,2
1,6

KEAN GRADE

17
21
26

23

27
31

12
25

29
31

30
93
34

24
22
21



FIGURE 8

PLANNING OF COMPLEMENTARY EXPLORATION
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3.6 Geostatistical Analysis

For an economical valuation of each block, it is necessary

the quantity estimation of important mineral substances,

existent in its interior. That quantify is obtained through

the product of the ore mass by the mean grade.

The ore mass is obtained through the product of its volume

by the mean density. The volume is equal to the product
2

of each block area (10 000m ) by the mean thickness of the

mineralized layer, within the block.

The general formula, for each block is:

Q = S.e.t.d

Where : Q = quantity of important substances

S = area of each block = 100m . 100m = 10 000m2

e = mean thickness

t = mean content

d = mean density = 2,19t/m3

A geostatistical analysis of the problem, may consider the

e.t (thickness x content) which parameter is named

"accumulation" as a regionalized variable, culminating

with the estimate of the mean value of it, for each

considered block.

The first step consists in the determination of value

accumulation, for each available sample of the mineral

deposit. Next, must be estimated the variogram of

experimental values.

Next table presents the calculation of the accumulation

to all population of samples.



•

SAMPLE

!

M
P2
P3
P4
PS
P6
Fl
F2
F3

F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
FU
FIZ
F13

F14

F15

F16

F17
F18
F19
F20
F21
F?2

MINERALIZED
THICKNESS

(•)

1.2
2.6
3.7

1.3

1.5

2.7

2.6

1.2
3.7

l.i
6.0

o.s
4.5
0.2

3.8
2.9

4.4

S.8
>.9

2.2
2.5

2.8

3.9

4.0

2.5

-1.3

1.2
1.6

HEAN MADE
(X)

10

25

28

12

17

21

15

10

30

35

25

40

20

45

26

23

27

31

12

25

29

31

30

33

34

24

22
21

ACCUHIRATIOH
• .X

12.0
65.0

103.6

15.6

25.5

56.7

39.0

12.3
111.0

45.5

150.0

20.0

90.0

9.0

98.8

66*. 7

118.8

179.8

22.8

55.0

72.5

66.8

117.a
132.0

85.0

31.2
26.4

33.6

To make easy the analysis, it is considered that the
phenomenon is isotropic, consequently there is no need to
calculate variograms to different directions. The
calculation of variogram values for all possible distances,
considering all population of available informations,
would also be large enough and would difficult its com-
prehension. Consequently, it is only considered the north-
south line, crossing Fl , F10, F3, Fll, F5,- F12 and F7
points and one can extrapolates to all the deposit values
obtained to the experimental variogram. Figure 10 shows
the line considered for all executed calculations.



FIGURE 9

PUNCTUAL VALUES CONSIDERED IN THE VARIOGRAM
•CALCULATION

Fl FIO F3 Fll F5 F12 F7
(39,0) (66,7) (111,0) (118,8) (150,0) (179,8) (90,0)

N i i i i j i , S

100m 100m 100m 100m 100m 100m

NOTE: Between parenthesis the accumulation values for

considered points.

The variogram calculation formula is:

2y(h) = E [a(X+h) - a(x)]2

Where: 2y(h)" = variogram value for h distance

a(X) = accumulation value in the X point
a(X+h) = accumulation value in the distant point

h from X

- To h = 100m one can has the following couples of
equidistant points from h: F1F10; F10F3; F3F11 ; F11F5;
F5F12; F12F7, consequently:

t(l0OJ • i (39,0 • 66.7)» • (66,7 - 111.0)' « (111.0 - 188,8)» • (118,8 - 150.0)' • (150.8 - 179.3)'» 179,8 - W,01J_ . , c;,

2 f>

- To h =,200m we have the following couples of equidistant
points from h: F1F3; F10F11; F3F5; FI1F12; F5F7,
consequently:

Y(200) • i (M.O - 111.P)» * (66.; - MB.»)' • (111.0 - 150,0)' • (118.» - 179.8)' • (180,0 - W ) ' . j 874 94
2 S • • '



To h = 300m we have the following couples of equidistant !
points from h: F1F11; F10F5; F3F12; F11F7, consequently:

T(300) • I (».O - II».»)' « t » M - 150.0)' « (111.0 - 179.8)» • (118.8 - 90.0)'
2 4

To h = 400m we have the following couples of equidistant
points from h: F1F5; F10F12; F2F7, consequently:

T ( 4 0 0 ) . 1 (39.0 - 150.0)' • (66.7 - 179.BY' • (111.0 - W.O)' . ^ 2 5 8 % M

To h = 500m we have the following couples of equidistant
points from h: F1F12; F10F7, consequently:

Y ( 5 0 0 ) = I ( 3 9 , 0 - 1 7 9 , 8 ) * + ( 6 6 , 7 - 9 0 , 0 ) ' = g

2 2

To h = 600m we have the following couples of equidistant
points from h: F117, consequently:

Y(600) = I < 3 9 ' 0 - 9 O ' ° ) 2 = 1 300,50
2 1

Figure 10 shows the graphic representation of calculeted
values to y(h).



FIGURE 10

GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF y(h)
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The values of Y C 1 ) » when h is higher than 300m, were
c a l c u l a t e d s t a r t i n g from a number enough r e s t r i c t of
couples of po in t s . Consequently have a s i g n i f i c a t i o n l e s s
representa t ive than values to h up to 300m. That event is
normal in real cases but in pract ica l u t i l i z a t i o n of the
variogram to the determination of local es t imat ions are
only used values nearer the or ig in ( in case to h up to
150m).

The next s t e p cons i s t s in to adjust a mathematical function
to values experimentally obtained to the variogram. In
Figure 11 i t is shown the graphic adjustmen-t of the
mathematical function where a l i n e a r v a r i a t i o n is well
adjusted to the corresponding points to h equal to 100m,
200m and 300m,



FIGURE 11

VARIOGRAM FUNCTION GRAPH

Y(h)
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An analysis on the graphed variogram function concludes

for a l i nea r c o r r e l a t i o n between accumulation values to

equid istant points up to 300m. Then, on the estimation of

the accumulation mean value of blocks, w i l l be used

adjacent informations to i t , reducing the weight to be

imputed to each in format ion , as i ts distance to the

considered block is increased.

Applying krigeage technics , i t is possible to define the

weighting to be imputed to each informat ion, on the

estimation of the mean value of a block, in' order to

minimize the p robab i l i t y of error (d i f fe rence between

the real value and estimated v a l u e ) . Those technics impose

the use of e lec t ron ic computer. In the exerc ise , now

presented, i t is considered that such means were used,

concluding presented values fol lowing to ponderers.

According to d i f f e r e n t involved spa t ia l arrangements,

shown in Figure 12.



Indeed reported values were arbitrarily chosen, but they
will be used to i l lustrate the considered hypothetical
example.

FIGURE 12

DIFFERENT DISTRIBUTIONS OF INFORMATIONS

RESPECTING TO BLOCKS IN ESTIMATE
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LEGEND

Block in estimation

• 1 Point with information
to be considered

The estimated mean accumulation to each block, will be the

weighted total of accumulation verified in each sampling

point, so that the probability of error be minimal and the

total of ponderers equal to 1 .

Being "ai" the accumulation verified in a "i" sample, \\
the ponderer to be applied to "ai" and 1. The estimation
of the block mean accumulation. We have:



2 = z aiXi .

To the s i t ua t i ons shown in Figure 12,-we have:

SITUATION I : Xl = 0,50; X2 = X4 = 0,20; X3 =0 ,10

SITUATION I I : XI = 0,30; A2 = X4 = X6 = 0,18; X3 = X5 = 0,08
SITUATION I I I : Xl = 0,20; X2 = X4 = X6 = X4 = 0,15;

X3 = X5 = X7 = X9 = 0 , 0 5

To become easy, each block shown in Figure 8 w i l l be
re f fe red through the sample code inside to i t . In Figure
13 i t is shown the ca lcu la t ion of the est imat ive value of
the mean accumulation to the Flo block.

FIGURE 13

ESTIMATION OF THE MEAN ACCUMULATION

TO THE F16 BLOCK

F3

(111,0)

FU

(118,8)

F5
m

(150,0)

F15

(72,5)

F16

(86,8)

FT 7

(117,0)

F4

(45,5)

F21

(26,4)

F6
9

(20,0)

NOTE: Between parenthesis the value v e r i f i e d in the sample.

The considered conf igurat ion is equivalent to the s i t u a t i o n
I I I , consequently to the F16 block we have:



Z = 86,8 . 0,20 + (26,4 + 117,0 + 118,8 + 72 ,5 ) . 0,15 +

+ (20,0 + 150,0 + 111,0 + 45,5) . 0,05 = 83,89

Applying the same logarithm to a l l area occupied by the

mineral deposit i t obtains results shown in Figure 14.

To become easy the sequence exposit ion of the exercices ,

the area occupied by the mineral deposit w i l l be represented

by a rectangle of 400m by 700m. In fac t the form defined

by the geological model must always be respected, because,

in f a c t , the deposit has not a rectangle form, implying

that approach, that blocks of the deposit periphery have

its values t o t a l l y deformed.

FIGURE 14

KRIGED ACCUMULATIONS
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Scale: 1:5 000



FINAL ECONOMICAL EVALUATION

4.1 Economical Valuation of Blocks

For the economical valuation of blocks will be only

considered its open pit mining. Thus an economical value

is given to each block according to the following formula

W = Q' .A - Ve.Ce - T'Cm - T'B

Where:

Q1 = recoverable production starting from the block
u t i l i z a t i o n

Q1 = Q.rl .rb

Q = quantity of important mineral substance in the
block

rl = recovery in the mining = 95%

rb = recovery in the processing = 80%

Q = S.a.d : 100

S = block area = 10 000m2

a = mean block accumulation (Figure 14)

d = mean density = 2,19t/m3

A = unitary value of products = S 30 000/t

Ve= barren volume relating to the block release

Ve = S.h
2

S = block area = 10 000m

h = mean he ight of barren of the block

Ce= unitary cos t of barren removal = $ 1 000/m

T'= ore production on the open pi t mining of the block

T1 = T.ri



T = ore tonnage in the block

rl= recovery on the mining = 95%

T = S/e.d

S = block area = 10 000m2

e = thickness of the mineralized layer in the
block

d = mean density - 2,19

Cm = unitary cost of open pit mining and ore transportation
= $ 1 000/t

B = unitary cost of ore processing = $ 2 000/t

The next table synthetized calculations involved in the

economical valuations of blocks:

BLOCK

P!

F2

P3
P4

PS
rt
Fl
F2

n
n
F5

F6
F7

re
F»

F10
m
F12
F13
F14

FIS

F16

f 17

F18

F19

F20

F2I
F22

25,57

76,69

109,ió

SS.I2

45,42

90.03

36,41

22,30

83.95

48.4)
126.SO
55,36

92, 57
41,42

102,25

56,53

108,66

116.33
33.75

50,36

71,40

83,89

99.65

)O2,16

84,16

37.23

SO, 4»
55,22

i5) !
0.8

0.4

0,2
0,7

1.0
0.3

1.4

18,0
7.8

20.0
4 . »

25.0
0.5

20.0

0.3

3.2

6,1

2.2
9.1

13,8

14.1
14,2

13,3

12,9

13,5

20.1

24,3
19,4

e
(•)

1.2

2.6
3.7

1.3

1.5
2.7

2.6
1.2

1.7
1.3
6.0
0.5
4.5

0,2
3.8

i.9

4,4

5.8
1.9
?.2
2.5
Í . 3
3.9

4.0

2.5
1,3

1.2
1,6

Q"
(t)

4.2S5

12.764

IS.1)8
9.174

7.57S
14.934

6.060

3.711

13.974

8.057

21.071
9.214

15.407

6.893
17.013

9.493

18.035

19.351

5.617
8.331

11.393
13.962

1&.5SS
17.003

14.005

6.196

8.403
9 1 9 0

Ye
(•»)

8.003

4.090

2.COS

7. COO

10.000
3.000

14.000

180.000

78.000

200.000

40 : :o

250.000
5.000

200.000
3.OCO

32.000

61.003

22.000

91.000
138.003

141.003

142.000

13J.U33

129.000
135.0?0

201.009

243.330
194.300

r

24.966

54.093

76.978
27.044

31.207

56.173
54.093

24.9S6

76.978

27.046

124.8J0

10.402
93.622

4.161
79.059

60.334

91.542

J2O.Õ69

39.529
45.771

52.012
58.2S4

81.1)9

83.220
52.012

27.0»6

24.946
33.238

(101 S)

«4.752

216.Ó41

310.6Ú&

187.032

123.Ó59
273.031

5.521

-143.568

110.236
-39.429

217.640

-4.736
176.344

-5.693
295.343

09.233

20S.924

196.823

-41.U77
-Í3.33J
59.454

102.098

121.133

131.430
12J.114
-96.258

-7D.308
-13.164



4.2 Deposit Delimitation to Open Pit Mining

The deposit delimited to open pit mining is composed of
blocks with no null valuation, which mining is practically
feasible, as represented in Figure 15.

The total recoverable production is 256 OOOt, being

therefore studied an annual production of 25 600t, for 10

years. Such increase in the production scale, if justified

through the consuming market, will imply in a reduction of

the production unitary cost, due to the economy of scale.

In this case, must be restored the engineering studies,

economical valuation and the deposit delimitation, implying

in a recovery increase of available resources.

FIGURE 15

DEPOSIT DELIMITATION TO OPEN PIT MINING
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Scale; 1:5 000



The global value of the deposit delimited as represented

in Figure 15 is: Value of products - Production costs =

$ 2 821 000 000 corresponding to the following quantities:

Global Final Production : 256 500t
Ore Total Production : 1 300 OOOt
Barren Total Volume : 974 000m3

4.3 Investigation for Underground Mining

The limit of the economical interest in the underground

mining of a block is verified when:

Q" . A = T" . Css + T" . B

Where: Q" = production starting from the block underground

mining

Q" = 0,60/0,95.Q1

A = unitary value of products = S 30 000/t

Css= unitary cost of the underground mining = 4 000/t

B = unitary cost of the ore processing = $ 2 000/t

T" = ore production in the block underground mining

T" = 0,60/0,95.T1

Consequently, we have:

0,60/0,95 . Q1 - $30 000 = 0,60/0,95 T'($4 000 + 52 000).,

_. Q1 $ 6 ooo
T $ 3 0 0 0 0

= 0,20

T h e n , it is o n l y e c o n o m i c a l l y i n t e r e s t i n g t h e u t i l i z a t i o n

in u n d e r g r o u n d m i n i n g , of b l o c k s - t o w h i c h ÜL_ z 0 , 2 0
r

F o r e x t e r n a l b l o c k s to the d e p o s i t l i m i t s , in o p e n p it
m i n i n g , w e h a v e t h e f o l l o w i n g v a l u e s to üLl :

T 1



F13
F14
F2
F20
F4
F21
F6
F22
F8

BI
BI
BI
BI
BI
BI
BI
BI
BI

ock =
ock =
ock =
ock =
ock =
ock =
ock =
ock =
ock =

0,14
0,18
0,15
0,23
0,30
0,34
0,89
0,28
1,66

Consequently, it may be economically considered the
underground of F20, F4, F21, F6, F22 and F8 blocks, which
would imply in the following val-ues:

Foreseen Final Production Q" = 30 OOOt

Foreseen Ore Production T" = 93 OOOt

Wss Total Economical Valuation = Q" . A - T" (Css+B) =
«* 30 000 . 30 000 - 93 300 (4 000 + 2 999)
= $ 340 200 000

4.4 Final Considerations

In accordance with the developed reasoning the deposit is
estimated in $ 3 161 200 000 ($ 2 821 000 000 on the
portion to be mined in open pit and $ 340 200 000 in the
portion to be mined in the underground mining).

As mentioned in the presentation the objective of the
developed exercise consists in consolidating concepts. In
a real case the devei opes study must be more complete and
clever, seeking an optimization in the characterization
and utilization of involved resources, always considering
the mineral body reality, represented by geological
model ling.

Starting from the deposit delimitation, as to the open pit
mining as underground one, must be specified the application
of foreseen resources and planned operations in time and



space. To the establishment of such a planning it would be
necessary a complete engineering work.


